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AY—OCTOBER 21, 1973

Welcome Back Murray State University Alumni

Member of Associated Press

1100

12

WASHINGTON 1AP I — President Nixon has declared that
he doesn't let "frantic, hysterical reporting" by the news
media get under his skin because "one can only be angry
about those he respects."
The President also said his
handling of the current Mideast
crisis shows "the tougher it
gets, the cooler I get."
In some of the strongest language of his presidency, Nixon
bitterly assailed at his Friday
night news conference the reporting of his-administration.
"I have never seen such outrageous, vicious, distorted reporting in 27 years of public
life," Nixon said. •
"...when people are pounded
night after night with,that kind
of frantic, hysterical reporting,
it naturally shakes their confidence." he said
"Yet I should point out that
even in this week when many
thought that the President was
shell-shocked, unable to act, the
President acted decisively in
the interests of peace and the
interests of the country, and I
can assure you...these shocks
will not affect me in my doing
my job."

Ranger And Rangerette
Units Plan For Party

Lathes

Panty
Hose

/$1

The Woodmen Ranger and
Rangerette Units will have a
Halloween party on Monday,
October 29,from six to 7:30 p.m.
at the Woodmenof the World
Hall at South 3rd and Main
Streets.
Prizes for the best costume
will be given with first prize for
boys being a scout knife and for
the girls a charm bracelet.
Second and third prizes will be
Ranger and Rangerette shirts.
Refreshments of hamburgers
and milk shakes will be served
and games will be included.

WEATHER
FORECAST
Mostly cloudy today, with
showers or thundershowers
likely. Cloudy with a chance of
showers tonight. Mostly cloudy
and cooler Sunday with a continuing chance of a shower.
High today around 70, low
tonight in the upper 40s. High
Sunday around 60. Cloudy and
cool Monday.
Kentucky Extended Outlook
Monday through Wednesday
Considerable cloudiness Monday through Wednesday, with a
chance of showers Wednesday.
Seasonably cool, with highs in
the 60s and lows mostly in the
40s.
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At another point, the President was asked "how you are
bearing up emotionally under
the stress of recent events?"
"Those who saw me during
the Middle East crisis thought I
bore up rather well," Nixon responded. "...the tougher it gets,
the cooler 1 get."
The President added that he
has learned to expect to have
his honesty questioned unfairly.
"It has been my lot throughout
my political life, and I suppose
because I have been through so
much, that may be one of the
reasons that when I have to
face an international crisis, I
have what it takes."
After Nixon bluntly singled
out television news and commentary for criticism, a network correspondent asked:
"What is it about the television
of these past weeks and months
that has so aroused your anger?"
"Don't get the impression
that you arouse my anger,"
Nikon replied. "One can only

be angry about those* be respects."
Later in the news conference,
Nixon said he didn't want to
leave the impression "that I
don't respect the reporters."
-What I was simply saying
was this: that when a commentator takes a bit of news
and then, with knowledge of
what the facts are, distorts it
viciously, I have no respect for
that individual."
In contrast to some previous
news conferences, especially
the one Aug. 22 when he first
responded to revelations of the
Senate Watergate investigation.'
Nixon's voice never wavered
and he showed no outward
signs of nervousness.
He occasionally made relaxed
gestures with his hands, but
most of the time he stood behind the rostrum, his feet
spread apart and his hands
gripping the padded sides of
the custom-built lectern.

Nixon To Let Bork
Name New Prosecutor
WASHINGTON ( AP ) -- President Nixon says he'll permit
the appointment of a new Watergate special prosecutor next
week, but one Who will be un—Whila defied
der the sami—rildr
by the ousted Archibald Cox.
"We will not provide presidential documents to a special
prosecutor," Nixon told a televised news conference Friday
night. It was that issue that
triggered Nixon's firing of Cox
just a week ago.
In announcing his decision to
let Acting Atty. Gen. Robert H.
Bork name a new prosecutor,
the President said:
"It is time for those who are
guilty to be prosecuted, and for
those who are innocent to be
cleared ...I have no greater interest than to see that the new
special prosecutor has the cooperation from the executive
branch and the independence
that he needs to bring about
that conclusion."
Bork. in a Friday interview
with a small group of newsmen, suggested Nixon's insistence that the new prosecutor
avoid any court battle for additional presidential tapes or
documents, could lead to another blow-up like the one that led
to the Cox firing.
Speaking in advance of Nixon's news conference, Bork declared, "I would regard no le-

gal procedure as out of
bounds."
Asked what would happen if
he saw evidence of White
Bowe interference with the
thM-prosecutbr, Bork said, "I
couldn't tolerate it."
Remaining open was the possibility that Congress might reject Nixon's plan to name a
new prosecutor who would be
an employe of the executive
branch. A majority of, the Senate joined Friday in sponsoring
legislation that would mandate
U.S. District Judge John J. Sirice to appoint a prosecutor
who would be independent of
both the Congress and the
White House.
Nixon suggested Congress
would abandon the measure.
William D. Ruckelshaus,
fired as deputy attorney general when he refused to dismiss
Cox on Nixon's order, said on a
San Francisco TV talk show
Friday he favors a new, independent office of the special
prosecutor.
Nixon, before announcing he
would accept a new prosecutor,
although he abolished the job in
ordering Cox's firing, said
White House lawyers will meet
Tuesday with Sirica to work out
court-ordered delivery to the
judge of nine tapes of presidential conversations sought by the
ousted prosecutor.

several activities planned for the extensive Homecoming celebration this
weekend. The Murray State Racer football team will take on Eastern Kentucky
(Staff Photo by David Hill)
this afternoon in an OVC Homecoming encounter.

Wind Sinf.rietta
To GiveConcert
Tuesday Night

Essay Contest of_ Guns

l

Local UDC Will
Be For Schools

A concert of recently
published music to be played for
The J.N. Williams Chapter of
the first time on the campus will
be presented by The Wind the United Daughters of the
Sinfonietta at Murray State Confederacy has announced a
University on Tuesday, Oct. 30. competition in history open to
all pupils of elementary schools
Scheduled at 8:15 p.m. in the in Calloway County.
Price Doyle Recital Hall, the
Cash prizes will be awarded
program is sponsored by the
music department at the the writers of the three best
university. The 42-piece sin- essays on the subject, "The
fonietta will be conducted by Battle of Fort Donelson." First
Paul W Shahan, director of prize will be ten dollars donated
by the UDC chapter; second
bands on the campus.
prize will be $7.50 donated by
He emphasized that "the Mrs. John J. Livesay in
public is encouraged to attend memory of her kinsman,
at no admission charge "
Nathan Bedford Forrest; third
prize
will be five dollars
Selections to be played include "Antiphon" by Fisher donated by Mrs. Helen Wells
Lassiter in memory of her
Tull, "Fantasia" by Gordon
father.
First Lt. J.K.T Wells,
Jacob, "Suite for Band" by
C.S.A.
Robert Washburn. "Polka
(Beaurocrat's Dance)" by
Contest rules are: Length 500
Dmitri Shostakovich, "The words; must be typed, doubleSevern Suite" by Edward Elgar spaced, or clearly and neatly
and "The Midnight Fire printed or written in conAlarm" by Harry Lincoln
testants' own handwriting;
name of contestant, school,
school's
and
principal,
telephone number must be
printed in top corner of first
page of essay and then covered
by a strip of thick paper taped
down around edges so that
names of winners may not be
revealed until judging is
completed
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In Mideast Silent

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Arab and Israeli guns were
silent today as U.N. peacekeeping troops continued to
move into Cairo. Russia said on
Friday it had sent -representatives" to the Middle East to observe the cease-fire.
In Washington, President
Nixon told a news conference,
that the United States and the
Soviet Union would use their influence to bring about a negotiated settlement in the Middle
East.
The President said the two
superpowers have moved from
the gravest crisis in a decade
"to a great step toward real
peace in the Middle East." He
said the Mideast cease-fire
seems to be holding.
The Moscow announcement
prompted little concern in
Washington. State Department
Robert
J.
spokesman
McCloskey said the Soviet observers were not combat personnel And Nixon said the
United States also would send
observers, if the United Nations
requested it, "and we have reason to expect we will receive
such a request."
The first contingent of U.N.
peacekeeping troops — Austrian, Finnish and Swedish sofdiers from the U.N. force on
Cyprus — began landing at
Cairo airport Friday night. Six
hundred U.N. troops were expected to be in Cairo by dawn.

The troops, which the Security Council voted Thursday to
send to the Middle East, wore
camouflage uniforms and caps
of United Nations blue and carried automatic weapons. Diplomatic sources said U.N. Secretary-General Kurt Waldheim
asked the Security Council on
Friday to authorize an eventual
strength of 7,000 men for the
force.
No fighting was reported late
Friday. Earlier in the day, Israel said elements of Egypt's
3rd Army fought Israeli forces
for three hours in a vain effort

to escape from their cut-off position in the Sinai. An Israeli
spokesman said a large number
of Egyptian tanks were destroyed.
Israeli officers, meanwhile,
claimed their troops have been
occupying most of Suez City,
the strategic gate to the southern end of the Suez Canal,
since before the first U.N.
cease-fire on Monday.
Associated Press correspondent John Broder reported from
the Syrian front that the situation there was quiet,

Democrats May Make A
Governor Their Nominee
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The Democrats may make a
governor their presidential candidate in 1976, said four governors at the Democratic National Committee meeting.
Wendell H. Ford of Kentucky,
Wendell R. Anderson of Minnesota, Jimmy Carter of Georgia and Dale Bumpers of Arkansas talked about the possibility Friday while their pictures were taken.
Anderson said the public has
looked to the US. Senate in the
past for a candidate expert in
foreign affairs, because of the
president's powers in international relations.

But attention is turning to domestic matters, he said, and
governors deal daily with "the
issues people are really concerned about."
Being a senator does not give
the executive leadership experience that can be gained as
a governor, Anderson added.
He quoted Sen. Edmund Miiskie of Maine as saying his experience as governor was the
best he'd ever had.
Kentucky Gov. Ford said governors as a group are-itrengthening their position within the
party, and called them "the
grass roots conduit to Congress."

Chapter officials said neatness and correct spelling are
desirable but entries will be
judged on soundness of
knowledge of history, understanding of subject, and
interesting composition. Entries may be submitted at any
time between January I and
March 1, 1974, to the school
principals who will submit them
to Miss Maude Nance,
president, J.N. Williams
Chapter, United Daughters of
the Confederacy. New Concord.
Ky. 42076.
Officials said entries will be
judged by a panel-of qualified
historians and prizes awarded
as soon as pdssible after judging
is-eompleterNo entri Seal be
returned and. the winning
essays will become the proPerty
of the J.N. Williams Chapter,
UDC, and 'may be used in any
manner desired. chapter officials said.

whew his-ear went oat *V-- ONE PERSON INJURED—David CitaterzIpstpardsire, wortapiredLOt)on Smith 126. Murray '
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Brothers
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cars
three
struck
and
control
three ears. ('atbey was
City Police said that Cathey fainted and his car left the street, striking the
where be is in satisfactory conadmitted for observation to the Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
dition this morning.
)Staff Photo b) David Hill)
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Mate can learn to accept
tender, physical love

REPRESENTING THE Basins.and Prolamine!WinnIt'S Oast Murray are,left to right, back
row, Myrtle Farmer, Mildred Ragsdale, and Freda Butterworth who are serving refreshments to
Frances Whittle, left, and Kathryn K. Glover, front, volunteer workers of the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital at a Hospitality Coffee given in honor of all volunteer workers at the hospital on
Thursday morning. This is a part of the observance of "National Business Women's Week" by the
Murray B&PW Club.
wedding anniversary from two
to five p.m. at their home on
US. Highway 641 north of Almo
Heights.
Saturday, October 27
Fall Festival will be held at
New Concord Elementary
School with supper serving to
start at 5:30 p.m. and the
festival at 6:30 p.m.
Homecoming dance will be at
the Murray Country Club from
9:30 p.m. to 1:30 a.m. with
music by B.G. and gebastin's
Byron
(formerly
Cat
Gallirnore ). This will be an open
dance and the charge is ten
dollars per couple.
Fall•Festival will be held at
Lynn Grove School' with the

Fall Festival will be held at
Almo School with the doors to
open at six p.m. The event is
sponsored by the PTC.
Ike and Tina Turner Revue
will be held at the Murray State
thlfVersity Fieldhouse at seven
p.m. Tickets will be available at
the door.
Sunday, October 23
Mr. and Mrs. Polk Tyler will
havamen house for their silver

S
DELIGHT
DIPPER'
limn Ice CIMPI Store
32

Next to University

1308 Chestnut

BANANA SPLITS—SUNDAES—
DESSERTS

"Harvest Home Sunday" will
be observed at the Locust Grove
Church of the Nazarene at the
regular services, followed by a
basket dinner and a special
ceremony honoring charter
members of the church
Tea for members of the
Business and Professional
Women's Club will be held at
the home of Mrs. Vernon Nance,
1229 Dogwood, from two to five
Monday, October 29
Music
Civic
Murray
Association will present the
Opera
Grand
Goldovsky
Theatre at eight p.m. in Lovett
Auditorium.
and
Ranger
Woodmen
Rangerette Units will ;I:iave a
,
Halloween party from six to
730 p.m. at the WOW Hall.

Delicious HOT SANDWICHES
Free Use of Meeting!Party Room
Clubs, School Groups, Organizations- 753-6211

"Hey Kids!"

"Hey Kids!"

The Men's Chorus of Phi Mu
Alpha fraternity will have a
concert on the west side of the
Murray State Univerrsity
library at three p.m.

Haunted House by the Kappa
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club at 16th and Main
Streets will be open from six to
ten p.m. The charge fifty cents
per person.

Halloween Night 6 to 9 o'clock

Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the Murray Mental Health
Center at seven p.m.

All Kids in Costume & Mask come by tor a

Tuesday, October $t
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven
p.m.

FREE Ice Cream Cone
,..,....,.... . .CENTRAL
amok:

Tuesday, October 38
"Back-To-School Night" will
be held at Kirksey Elementary
School at 7:30 p.m. This is
sponsored by the PTA.
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McQUEEN/MacGRAW
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Second night of Haunted
Home at 16th and Main Streets
by the Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be
from six to ten p.m.
Church History series by Fr.
Richard Darihauer will be held
by St. Leo's Catholic Church at
Gleason Hall at 7:30 p.m.

1111•111• OWN MOM NSW*
P••110Irenow enema

I MOM

fplr%.,

* CINEMA 2 *

The Christian Women's
Fellowship of the First
Christian Church will have a
potluck salad supper at the
church, followed by a program
by members of the Music
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.

Dome

•

STARTS THURS. - Call Now Information

Wednesday, October 31
MSU
Women's Society
Bicycle Interest Group will
meet at 10:30 am. at the home
of Mrs. Peggy Hayden (Mrs.
Thomas)at 801 South 9th Street.
Women interested in joining the
group may call 753-9920.
Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club will meet at seven
p.m. at.Gleason Hall, Payne
and North 12th Streets.
"The Ugly Duckling" will be
presented by the Department of
Theatre Arts at the MSU
Theatre at eight p.m. The admission is fifty cents.

DEAR ABBY It might do your correspondent whose
know
husband wants no bodily contact except sex good to
that there are others with the same problem.
outside
1 have a husband who wants no bodily contact
close
sex. Even kisses are few and far between. If I sit too
too
to him in the car, I get an elbow in the ribs. if I get
admonition
an
and
nudge
sharp
a
get
I
bed,
in
him
close to
however,
to move over' He has a healthy appetite for sex,
altho he is completely lacking in the tenderness that turns
a woman on
After years of brooding and studying, I found an explanation for his hangup. (Explanations don't solve problems,
but they do help you to be more patient and understanding./
My husband was an unwanted baby, and his mother let
him know this from the start. He had very little cuddling
accept
and fondling at home. He has never learned how to
physical lave because he has never had any, and consequently, he doesn't know how to give any.
For years I felt I was unattractive and unlovable. Now
it's something
I know it's not something lacking in me .
JackMiLin him. Knowing this takes the sting out of it.
RESIGNED-.

YOUTH OF the Kirksey United Methodist Church made an overnight bus trip to Shiloh Battle
Field, Pick Wick Dam,and viewed the county where the movie,"Walking Tall, "was filmed. They
left at seven a.m. on Saturday, September 29, and spent Saturday night in the fellowship hall of the
Remus United Methodist Church, Remus Tenn., where their former pastor, Rev. John A. Jones, is
now pastor. They attended the Sunday morning worship hour and then started for home. Pictured,
left to right, standing, Rudy Lovett, Ronald Pace, Kevin Lovett, Don Paschall, and Tracy Paschall,
Lee Beach, Janice Pace, Ana Karnes, and Teresa Paschall; second row, Gwen Lovett, Cheryl
Yancy, Bobbie Smith, Rachael Yancy, Barbara Karnes, Donna Beach, and Carolyn Paschall; front
row,Terry Paschall, Keith Lovett, Kathy Lovett, Jennifer Pace, Beth Yancy,and Leta Pace. Making
the trip but not pictured were Randy and Mitzi McCallon, Missy and Jeff Satterwhite, Kim Smith.
Laura Fones, Jo and Tonja Walker.

Harris Grove Club
Regular Meet

DEAR RESIGNED: Your huslmad's lack of tenderness,
which is simply his reluctance to learn bow to please his
partner. was learned, and that which was learned can be
unlearned. Don't "resign" yourself In a martyred manner.
Talk turkey to your man. He is capable of understanding a
few explanations. too.
DEAR ABM'- Recently I called on a thriving trucking
to wait
company, whose business it is to ship. I was asked
distance
long
a
on
busy
was
owner
the
a few minutes as
call.
attractive
While I waited, the receptionist, a very
The
gum
chewing
her
cracked
constantly
young woman,
crackwaiting time grew longer, and the noise of that gum
ing became more and more irritating
Finally, my nerves couldn't take it any longer, 90 I told
the receptionist I would come back later, and I left.
not
I located another hauler—one whose receptionist did
gum'
chew
would
I wonder what the owner of that first truck line
g was
say if he knew that his receptionist's gum-chewin
responsible for his having lost a good account?
N AMEI.F.SS PLEASE
DEAR NAMELESS: He probably would have chewed
her out—but good'
DEAR ABBY. lam a 4o-yaar-old woman with children
away at boarding schools. My huaband Mall are divorced,
but we haven't told our chilthen about it for fear they may
hate us for life.
The children go to school in Ohio I live in North
Carolina. and my husband lives in California. Whenever the
kids come home, he flies down here and brings enough of
his clothes with him to make them think he is still living
here with me He is complaining that it is getting to be a
terrible expense, and if I am going to continue this pretense I will have to start paying for his transportation.
I am only a part-time cocktail waitress and make just
enough to live in comfort. My husband is paying for the
T. IN N. C.
children's education. Please, help me.
DEAR T.: Put an end to the ridiculoas charade and tell
your children that Daddy doesn't live there anymore.
They'll survive.

New Concord Club
Meets At Home Of
Mrs. McCuiston

Fifteen-Mile Ride
Taken By Bicycle
Interest Members

Mrs. W.D. McCuiston was
The Bicycle Interest Group of
hostess for the October 10th the Murray State University
meeting at one p.m. of the New Women's Society has gradually
Concord Homemakers Club been increasing its mileage and
held at her home.
last Wednesday covered over 15
a trip around the
The scripture reading from miles in
roads.
county
Mrs.
by
was
3:11
Ecclesiastics
Those making the trip were
McCuiston. The rd Psalm was
Curtis Taylor, Bunny
led by Mrs. Ralph Wilson and Mary
Lanning, Shirley Grasty,
the
by
unison
in
repeated
Schanbacher, Janet
members. The thought for the Priscilla
Juanita Osborn, Peggy
month was "Man created in the Kirk,
and Dee Ann Urnar at
likeness of God, was placed Hayden
the group met.
house
whose
upon his earth to care for it, and
The Group will meet on
keep it a beautiful place on
Wednesday, October 31 at the
which to live."
home of Peggy Hayden, 801 S.
Mrs. Effie Edwards read the 9th, Telephone 753-9920. Any
minutes, gave the treasurer's woman interested in bicycling
report, and called the roll with is invited to join the group.
each member naming her a
favorite Halloween costume as
a child.
The lesson on "American
Heritage Quilts" was presented
by Mrs. Symone Taylor. Mrs.
I.B. Mayfield read a poem on
"Grandma's Patch Quilt."
A report by two workers of the
flea market sale, Mrs. Rainey
Lovins and Mrs. Thomas
Herndon, was very good.
Landscape notes were read by
Mrs. Ralph Wilson, and the
recreation was led by Mrs.
Rainey Lovins.

During the social hour
The University Wind Sinfonietta, directed by Prof. Paul refreshments were served to
gallium, WM pee/pent a concert rdn svaEathera and- lave visitor,
in the MSU Recital Heil of the Mrs. Boyce McCuiston, who had
mide
flower
beautiful
Fine Arts Anne at eight p.m.
arrangements of dahlias from
Final night of HauntsdRouse, her garden for this meeting.
16th and Main Streets, by the
The next meeting will be held
Kappa Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will be November 14, at one p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Louise Patterson
from six to ten p.m

Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones opened
her home for the October 10th
meeting of the Harris Grove
Homemakers Club held at one
p.m. with Mrs. Eugene Nance,
president, presiding.
The scripture from Ecclesiastes 3:11 was read by
Mrs. Don Osmus. l'he minutes,
treasurer's report, and roll call
were by Mrs. James Dixon with
members answering the roll by
favorite
their
naming
Halloween costumes used as a
child.
made anMrs. Nance
nouncements of different
meetings to be held at later
dates. Mrs. Clifton Lee Jones
"Creative
reported on the
Gifts" lesson held at the First
United Methodist Church and
had several patterns in the
lesson sheets.
A lemon an "Dried Flowers"
Arrangements" was given by
Mrs. Lil Shuborg. Tha lesson on
"Quilts" was given by Mrs. Bill
Wrather and Mrs. Clifton Lee
Jones with the latter showing
several of her nice quilts.
Mrs. Alfred Taylor and Mrs.
Eugene Nance gave a lesson on
"Ages and Stages With Teen
Years."
Other members present, not
previously mentioned, were
Mrs. Crawford Armstrong,
Mrs. Bun Wilkerson, and Mrs.
Howard Wendt.
Visitors were Mrs. Carmen
D'Angelo, Mrs. Herman Jones,
and Mrs. Joe Janecek, who all
became members of the club.
Delicious refreshments were
served by Mrs. Jones.
The November 14th meeting
at one p.m. will be with Mrs.
Don Osmus. The lemons will be
Slacks," and
on "Women
"Windows," while the craft
lesson will be on "Pine Cones."

RRAY"

Ends TON1TE
Joe I

* SUN. thru THURS. *
THE MARTIAL ARTS

MASTERPIECE!
COME PREPARED
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Wil

SAT. IL SUN.

1:00 HI 3:00 p.m.•

"CHALLENGE TO
• LASSIE" gi

p

•

AII
ALL SEATS

Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Group To Meet
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge met
Wednesday night
at 7:00 p.m. at Gleason Hall.
The winners were the Max
Carmans. Those who scored
second were Ron Cella and his
partner, John Adams.
The Club is open to anyone
interested in playing duplicate
bridge. Persons may bring their
own partner or come singly and
be paired at the meet.

NOWtftru THUR.
:.•

If you

FE

205 S

announces a
CHANGE IN LOCATION
for Murray, Ky.

Starting Monday, October 1st, the weekly Weight
Watchers class will be held at the: First United Methodist Church
Maple Street
Lecture Begins at 7:00 P.M.
A

Join us in this great adventure of losing weight
and keeping it-off'FOREVER.
• •
_
For Information, call collect:
(502) 4424996

Universal hour' Technicolor'
Todd-AO 35 Ka 4:11.
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Some Field Tips On
Aging Your Deer

Did you ever wonder what trophey bucks will usually fall
those men at the check out in the 2/
1
2to 5 year old class with
station were doing when they more being closer to the 2/
1
2 to 3
pryed open the mouth of the big year group.
buck 'you'd just a few hours ago
Since maybe you haven't seen
been dragging out of the woods' deer teeth before and just for
They weren't checking the general information, let me
explain just what are molars
trophey for cavaties.
and
premolars.
Looking
directly down a deer's throat
Yep, you're right, they were the incisors are the first front
checking the deer's teeth for teeth to be seen. But for most
wear. The wearing of the teeth part these have no bearing on
gives the wildlife biologist a the age after one year of age. So
definite indication of the deer's let's concentrate on the "jaw
age. The deer's teeth, unlike a teeth."
human's, wear on the outside.
Now that you're looking at the
But in ways similar to _man,
deer do have similar to man, jaw teeth, the front teeth of the
line are called the premolars.
permanent molars.
The baby teeth or premolars There are three followed by
usually show up at the check three molars. You'll have to
station in deer less than 17 look closely or you won't be able
months. At around 17 months to tell where one starts and the
the _permanent teeth begin to other begins.
When biologist refer to
push out the premolars that are
considerably worn by this time. dentine of the deer's teeth, it is
the dark area between the
The fine line between a 17 enamel.
month deer and an 18 month
deer lies in the recognition of
Now let's look at a 21
/
2 year
three points on the third
/
2 Year old deer
premolar of the 17 month deer. old deer. The 21
The 18 month old deer's molars will now begin to wear on the
will have been replaced by a third premolar just a bit.
_two cturp permanent molar, Remember it replaced the three
The third-molar will not be fully. cusp premolar last year. This
erupted at this stage. Generally year it vdill be stained a bit too
most deer will fall into one or and not so white as it was 12
these previous classes. The months ago. The other

premolars will show slight wear
at this tage too. As will the
posterior cusp of the third
molar. Simple, huh?
The 31
/
2 year deer will have
the crest of the first molar bent
and the denture line will be
wider than the enamel on•both
the first and second molar. The
first molar is considerably worn
by the 31
/
2 year.
The 4,,2 year deer shows
extreme wear in most cases on
most all teeth. The crests on the
first molar are almost completely worn away. It is
generally less than L4 inch
above the gum at this time. The
crest of the second' molar is
usaly blunt at 41
/
2 years.
If a deer older than 5 years is
taken it can be quite a feat even
for a trained wildlife biologist to
determine the age every time.
Deer teeth wear differently
according to what minerals are
present and the type of food
available. So keep in mind that
when aging deer there can and
will be variation.
Now you should have a
general idea of how deer are
aged. If you'll put these bits of
information to work for you,
you'll find that nearly all deer
/all into the 4 year or
In fact, most fall below the 2/
1
2
year age group.

Joe Pat Futrell displays the buck he took in LBL with the bow, while his son Dar id looks on -
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Chestnut Street

"11162
Williams Radiator
& Glass Co.
"The Shop With The Experience"
Over 500 Windshields in Stock. Complete line of
plate glass, window glass & mirrors.

REPAIRS ON ALL TYPES OF RADIATORS
Phone 753-5524
1107 Chestnut

Ray Hornsby is shown with the whitetail he took with a bow and
arrow in the Land Between the Lakes. The back sported an eight
point rack.

Deer hunters around the area
are taking to the woods with
bow and arrow in search of the
wary whitetail. Some have
scored. Dennis Redden of
Hardin took the first deer of the
Land Between The Lakes bow
season. The buck sports a nice
rack and was taken with one
shot from Dennis's compound
bow.
Several other hunters around
the area have gotten shots or
have had deer to come close
enough for a shot. Fire chief
Jackie Cooper stuck a fallow
buck as did Joe Mills of
Owensboro. Joe is visiting his
brother Greg for a little
fellowship and deer hunting.
Jimmy Johnson says he's
passed up several shots at deer
because there's always a limb
in the way or the deer comes on
the wrong side of thw trow

Pat Scott took a couple of
shots with his 50 lb. pull bow at a
running whitetail, but says all
he got was a dull arrow. Many
members of the local deer
sportsmen club are out'after the
big buck.
Rick Norsworthy and Mark
Bucy were seen on the road to
-L.B.L. but they returned later in
the day as we usually do;
without a deer. But Ricky did
bag his deer later on in tne
week.
I've been seeing several nice
-bucks lately myself but being
an average bow hunter I still
haven't used my tau
Mike Smith is still crying over
the big buck that ran off with his
arrow, Mike Wright has seen
several nice big deer, but "They
just won't give me a shot," he
says. Barry Drew tells us he's
still waiting for that big buck to
come along under his stand
while Ray Nall is proud of the
whitetail buck he took. Butch
Greer has his hopes high again
for a lug buck and knowing
Butch he'll be out there every
chance he gets. Joe Futrell took
a nice buck with his bow last
week also.

yr"

New Stock Firearms

Sportsman's
Notebook

The fine line between a 17 month deer and an 18 month deer is
shown by loss of the premolar of the 17 month deer

Webb Caldwell and Tommy
Caraway, two 1ifetih hiinting
buddies are out after the big one
this year. They say they just
can't see wasting all that
hunting fun by shooting a deer
too early in the season, but
Webb has managed to take an
eight pointer in Tennessee.
It's time to be after your deer
if you've not been out yet. So
gather up your bow and head to
the timbered ridges in search of
scrapes. Now that the frost has
fallen the deer hunting should
go well

---dswgorApP--Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St

Field Trial
The Calloway County Field
Trail Club will sponsor a field
trial on Nov. 3 and 4 in the Land
Between the Lakes. Gun
shooting dogs will be run on
Saturday and puppies- will
follow.
Pups up to two'years old can
be run. Anyone in Calloway is
invited to enter a dog. The
drawing will be held for entries
on Nov. 2 at the Calloway
County Court House. For entries call Jerry Lassiter 7537787.

Archery
The Calloway Deer Sportsmen club held its club archery
tournament Saturday with Mike
Wright taking home the top
archers trophy. Pat Scott pulled
off some good shots to take
home the second prize, followed
by Greg Mills third, Walley
Brines fourth, and Butch Greer
fifth place winners.

Fishing
Fishermen around the area
re looking a- might sad, cause
the fishing is bad. Everything is
slower than usual but a few are
being taken by the persistent
fishermen. Bass are off points
and stumps, crappie are 10 feet
on the stumps and tree to tops
and catfish are on the ledges.
Water temperature is 71 and the
lake level is 354.4.
Hugh Massey, Murray's
tournament fisherman was
selected to fish the Bass
Masters Classic this year.
That's an honor that he's earned
with points received in tournaments won throughout the
year.

LBL Gun Hunt
The computer drawing
results for the L.BL. season
have been sent to the hunters.
Hunters should receive their
hunt days notice soon if they
haven't already.

Duck Hunters
You waterfowl hunters can
clean up the decoys and start
quacking those calls. The ducks
and geese are really wrapping
up Barkley Lake. Kentucky
Lake is seeing more geese than
usual for this time of year, too.
This could be an early cold
winter for those quacker
busters.
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FISHERMEN
Drop by and look over our selection of
Fishing Tackle and Supplies
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Rate Hikes Expected; Publishers Cite Shortage

Sentencing and Justice
Defenders of the criminal justice system in this
country make much of,the claim that all are equal
before the law. A recent federal court decision shows
that some are more equal than others, especially if
the former are rich.
Brought before the bench for sentencing was Jack
L. Clark, an Oklahoman who was president of the
Vour Seasons Nursing Centers of America Inc., until
he pleaded guilty to conspiracy in a stock fraud case
in which he picked up a cool $10 million while investors lost around $200 million. Correctly, the
government asked for an appropriate sentence of up
to five years to show that "the rich, the powerful and
the influential" are treated like the common
criminal convicted of street crimes.

But in a mockery of juttice, Judge Thomas P.
(;riesa handed Clark a one year jail sentence (thus
making him eligible for parole in four months) and
decided against imposing a fine.
The-tymbol for justice is a blindfolded woman
holding a sword and a set of scales. In this case, the
sword was sheathed, one eye was uncovered to
check out the defendant and the scales of justice
were dangerously out-of-balance. — Chattanooga
Tenn.) Times
Sales Report On Rye
Restaurant prices being what they are, lunch is
becoming increasingly burdensome to business folk.

!tut most executives and would-be executives
wouldn't be caught dead carrying a brown bag filled
with sandwiches.
To remedy_this_problem one company has come
out with a lunch box that looks like an attache case
Wonder how long it's going to be before some,eager
underling picks up the wrong case and presents the
boss with a het pastrami instead of a sales report.—
Columbia (S.C.) State

10 Years Ago Today

(The Courier-Journal)
A shortage of newsprint, plus
increases in the cost of paper, is
causing some concern among
newspaper publishers in the
Louisville area and the nation.
Most of the publishers here expect
to increase their advertising and
subscription rates this year or some
time next year.
The shortage and increase in cost of
newsprint has-been brought on partly
by floods in the South earlier this
year, heavy rains and flooding in
Maine and bad weather in Quebec,
Canada, all of which have interfered
with forest operations and movement
of wood supplies mills.
A rash of strikes at Canadian Mills,
also have aggravated the current
situation, authorities say.
Newspapers in this area currently
are paying $168 or $170 a ton for
newsprint but there is evidence that
prices will go up soon.
"The price will be $200 a ton before
anyone realizes it's happend," said
John Richards, vice president and
general manager of The CourierJournal and Louisville Times Co..
which publishes The Courier-Journal,
The Louisville Times and the Sunday Courier-Journal & Times.
The Courier-Journal and Louisville

Times Co., which uses more
newsprint annually than all the other
area newspapers combines, has
contracted to receive 68,000 tons this
year, Richards said, and will need
about 70,000 tons for 1974 The papers
have nine suppliers, the major one
being Bowater, Inc., of Calhoun,
Tenn., and currently pay $168 per ton.
"I can't say for sure if we'll get the
fuli 70,000 tons we want for 1974 but
we've done some preliminary
negotiations and we think we're in
pretty good shape," Richards said.
"I'm more worried about 1975".
In any event, the increased cost of
the newsprint will bring increases in
advertising and subscription rates,
either later this year or early next
year, Richards said.
Most executives with other area
newspapers predicted advertising
and subscription rate increases,
although none had arrived at specific
figures
One, Donald F Miller, general
manager of the Tribune and Sunday
Ledger-Tribune, New- Albany, a
member of the Thomson Newspapers
group, said, "It's too early to tell for
sure, but obviously if our costs
continue to go up we'll need price
increases."

Sensing The News

20 Years Ago Today'

$0 Years Ago This Week

students at Murray State College named
"Who's Who Among Students in American
:Colleges and Universities" are Frances Sledd,
1).,ouise Putnam Carter, Ann Eva Gibbs, Larry
;Doyle, and Betty Phillips.
Is Marriages reported this week include Miss Nadine
Blaylock to Cpl. James E. Brewer on Octobe
r 22,
«Miss Bess Thurman to Cpl. Louis Kerlick on October
El), and Miss Rebecca Robertson to Ensign Haron
:West on October 23.
4

Thomson Newspapers contracts for
all of the papers in its group to get
newsprint from a Canadian supplier,
Abitibi, Ltd. Miller said the Tribune
and Sunday Ledger-Tribune use about
400 tons annually and he expects the
current price of $170 to increase by
about $7 soon.
Newspapers, Inc., Shelbyville, a
major owner and printer of weeklies
in Kentucky and Southern Indiana,
also counts on Bowater as a major
suppler and currently pays Ma a ton.
Newspapers, Inc., expects to use
4,700 tom of newsprint this year and
has contract cirmitments to receive
4,1100 which is "cutting it pretty
close," William Matthews, company
president, said.
For next year, the company has
contracts to receive 5,200 tons,
Matthews said, and he is currently
negotiating with another supplier to
add to that.
The comapny, which has four
printing plants, prints newspapers for
62 weeklies, including 23 which it
owns. Among area newspapers
printed by Newspapers, Inc., are the
Louisville Defender, Jefferson
Reporter, The Southsider and the
Fairdale Citizen.
Matthews expects his newsprint
coats to increase by as much as -5

By Anthony Harrigan

Farming In Southern California

percent, Vihich in turn means he'll
pass on printing-price increases of
about 2.5 percent to his customers.
Frank Stanely, publisher of The
Louisville Defender and one of the
founders of Newspapers, Inc., said,
"We're taking a look at our ad and
subscription rates and will have to
make a decision very soon. It doesn't
look encouraging. We have to get
relief from somewhere and we can't
trim our personnel and service*
much."
The Newsweek, formerly The
Shively Newsweek, has also relied on
Bowater as a main supplier,
according to Jack Stumler, publisher
Stumler, who is paying about $170 a
ton, said he has been notified there
will be a newsprint price increase and
"there's no doubt" that ad and
subscription rates will go up. "It's not
a question of if, but of when," he said.
The Newsweek also prin --V. he
Voice-Jeffersonian, a couple of
monthlies and some circulars, and
uses between two and three
truckloads of newsprint a month. A
truckload is about 20 tons.
Bruce VanDusen, publisher of
The Voice-Jeffersonian, said,
"I'm
in the process of hiring another ad
salesman, and because of the
newsprint situation I'm forced to tell
him I may not have the paper to
print
what he sells."

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drake

FOR MONDAY,OCTOBER 29, 1973
fields to harvest and pack the Valley. Those growers who
production and higher costa for
Look in the section in which involved, stay out. If
crops. Nature, as well as surrendered to Chavez'
you are,
ciler- consumers.
your birthday comes and find. don't blow a minor
modern equipment, is used to cive tactics have regretted
dispute out
it.
But
for
the
union
activity,
this
whatyou
r outlook is, according of proportion.
protect the crops. For example, They have discovered that
it is
many of the farmers use belts of impossible to operate suc- is a happy valley. The Salina9 to the stars.
SAGrITARIUS
Valley is not only productive but ARLES
sunflowers as windbreaks. The' cessfully an agricultural en( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
enormously rich in natural (Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) eriA
tall, leafy eucalyptus trees terprise under the conditio
Jupiter highly beneficent.
ns
The spotlight is now on your You can make
along the roads in the valley imposed by the Chavez Union. beauty, with the rolling fields
planted and irrigated part way material interests. Indications now in both solid progress
also serve this purpose.
business and
Chavez is dead set against up the mountainsides. The are that you
will receive financial affai
The productivity of the technological innovation in the
nation's and the world's something of value — and in an Organizational efforts rs
Salinas Valley and other rich fields — against mobile packing
also
demands for foodstuffs assure entirely unexpected manner. favored.
farm regions in California is rigs, for instance. Yet the only
an expanding market for TAURUS
CAPRICORN
needed as the demand for food way Americans can get the food
(k, ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) VW
whatever is grown here—and (Apr. 21 to May 21) ti41
outruns supply. American they need for consumption
and almost everything is grown in
Emphasis is on ACTION. You
Don't let your impulses
farms have to meet domestic export is by increasi
Pin now go ahead with plans dominate logic — especially in
ng use of the valley except cotton.
food needs and also produce farm technology.
conceive
d last week, expanding situations where finances are
If government tampering
crops for sale abroad. "The
At the moment, the Chavez with the farm economy can be your interests considerably.
involved. Recklessness with
world," the director of the Food power drive has been blunted
money now could prove
by ended and if the union drive to GEMINI
and Agriculture Organization a counter organizational effort
9 disastrous later.
dominate farm production can (May 22 to June 21) lig
said recently, "has suddenly launched by the Teamste
Not a good day in which to AQUARIUS
rs be resisted in this and other
become dapaident kw its bailie Union. But the Teamster vicspeculat
e, but a fine one in (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
agricultu
ral areas, America's
food supplies on the out-turn of a tories also are bad news
Lots of action indicated In
for productive farming com- which to seek information
single year's harvests and on a growers and consume
rs munities, symbolized by this regarding future investments. areas that have been quiet for
CANCER
single seasons weather....There inasmuch as the Teamste
some time. Get in there while
rs valley, will overcome the food (June
22 to July 23)
can be no certainty of adequate Union is notorious for its
the time is ripe — and profit!
long shortages. With the new public
Consider the possibility of PISCES
supplies to meet world demand history of violence and hoodlum
awarene
ss
of
the
importan
ce of getting better mileage out of (Feb. M to
in the event of further crop involvement. Indeed
Mar. 20)
the union's agriculture, life on the land your talents.
Realize their
failures in one of the major presence in farming country
Be willing to give the spotlight
is could prove to be a more at- value: They are your REAL
producing areas."
bothers now. By taking a leck
bad news all around, for it can ti-active existence than at any possessio
ns.
The great California success only lead to diminish
seat temporarily you car
ed farm time in this century
LEO
story in producing food is
eventually accelerate YOUF
July 2A to Aug. 23)
move forward.
threatened, however, by public
Some misleading influences.
policies and union militancy.
Don't
act
on so-called "inYOU BORN TODAY an
The federal government is
formation." Investigate endowed. with a gregarious
urging farmers in the Salinas
everything carefully and, even personality, exceptionally good
Valley and other regions to
then, don't act hastily.
Judgment and a great sense of
Frances Drake
produce larger crops. But the
VIRGO
responsibility, You have a
price control regulations have
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 7:1)
magnetic personality and this,
had the effect of restricting
FOR SUNDAY,OCTOBER 27, 1973
Stress your perceptiveness. A coupled with your gift for
supplies of fertilizer essential to
Look in the section in which the immediate situation. bit of shrewd observation will leadership, will bring you many
greater
American
food your birthday comes and find Potential is greater than you enable you to note certain new followers in life
— whether for
production. Because of the price what your outlook is, according may imagine.
trends, obtain valuable in- good or ill. Choose
your path
controls, distributors of fer- to the stars.
formatio
n.
SAGITTARIUS
wisely, therefore, so that yoil
tilizer find it hard to obtain
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) 4iii7). LIBRA
..11- r—e and others may make the very
supplies, while large quantities ARLE
Your morale should get a (Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
real contribution to Life that
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) gir
Your magnetism should be within your power. Despite is
are sold to overseas customers.
boost now. Some new light is
the
A stimulating day! Stellar shed on old problems and you working overtime now so take fact that you
Thus the doctrine of controls on
are extremely
aspects
give
the
new
impetus to all find more persons responding to
initiative in advancing both practical, there is
a free economy penalizes
worthwhile undertakings. your efforts. A brighter outlook career and personal goals the mystic and something of
domestic buyers.
the poet about
What you ask will be given.
The other threat is much Especially favored: family indicated.
you — which often bewilders
interests
SCORPI
communi
,
O
ty
projects,
CAPRICORN
others. Fields in which you
more serious. This involves the
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) ViW (Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV
union drive to control travel.
could
succeed
TAURUS
There could be some conflict medicine, busines notably
Seeking an easy solution to a
agricultural production in the
s, the law,
United States. Cesar Chavez' Apr. 21 to May 21i L./W. complex problem may only within the family circle. If not statesmanship and the theater.
Quick
decisions
may
now
be
compoun
d the complications.
United Farmworkers Union has
required due to sudden changes Face up to it, tackle it as you
been active in the Salinas
of situation. Be ready to think should, and there'll be no sorry
and ad — but without anxiety. aftermath.
GEMINI
AQUARIUS
I May 22 to June 21) 11111
1205 CHESTNUT STREET
9
- (Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Control a tendency to be inMEDICINE
You may have to look "behind
trospective and moody during the scenes" for the answer
A Canadian dentist made the following appeal
medical-advice column in an Ontario newspaper: in a the morning hours. It could only you're seeking. Some are not
parents who are getting professional help for children "To take some of the bloom off telling all they know but, even
who happy late-day surprises.
though they may be highly
have a marijuana problem. I have this plea. Do
not forget CANCER
motivated,
the child's dental health. So often parents inthis
particular (June 22 to July 23( ISO the whole you SHOULD know
story.
position feel that the marijuana difficulty is so
serious that
Avoid skepticism, doubt, PLSCFS
dental health takes a back seat, and the child
— Open 12:00 A.M. Till 6 P.M.
turns out to pessimism. On the other hand, (Feb. 20 to Mar.
—
20)
be a 'dental cripple.' The fact is that during this
time that don't fall for any suggestions
Mixed influences. Some
Is so trying to them, the children may need extra
which common sense tells you things you took for granted
are
the family dentist and added instruction on homevisits to
dental have but dubious value.
apt to be otherwise but, through
care." (Toronto Star
LEO
the good offices of an interested
In Miami Beach, a salesman was getting a
complete (July 24 to Aug. 23)
friend, you can obtain desired
checkup. The nurse put him through a series of
Your self-confidence and goal.
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
tests. She
jabbed a needle into his right arm. No blood. His
poise should be at a peak now,
A DIV1StON OF WINCHESTER PRINTING SERVICE
left
arm.
S, INC.
No blood. His hip. Same thing. Tries his
so take the initiative and go
throat, neck
YOU BORN TODAY are
Again, no blood. The nurse looked at him
after what you want. Stumbling endowed with a highly
sympathetically
"You must be very uptight. I notice you never
WHILE-YOU-WAIT
blocks will fall by the wayside. mind which is always active
smile."
teeming
1 TO 1,000 COPIES
Sydney—A Sydney hospital is looking for
VIRGO
with progressive ideas — AND
150
persons
PRINTING AND
with headaches. They are needed as guinea
Camera Ready cagy only.
plgs for a new ( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP% practical concepts for carrying
Persona
treatment of migraine. The volunteers will be
DUPLICATING
given a new especiall l relationships them out. Stability and security
drug which proved successful in testa in
y favored; also your are your first concerns
Germany The
and
you
hopes and dreams.
trial will be carried out by neurologists at
the Prince of some of them are In fact, will work tirelessly to attain the
Wales Hospital. Patients must obtain their
closer to goals you set for yourself.
doctor's per- realization than you may
think. have a tremendous senseYou
mission before taking part In the tests.
of
(Sydney Sun LIBRA
Herald)
responsibility arid both family
ac
nte. M
(Sept. 24istoso
Otc
A fivetyear-old-girl in Los Angeles'
member
s, and
business
Children's Hospital
There
cent on the associates know
described her tonsilectomy. "They told me
that you will
it
wouldn'
t
but
now
don't
past
let
it
in-hue*,Then-they-Mack,ai needle- my'
arm and—rdisiip- fluence you -toe much:'Neither never let them down. Here,
peared."
yOu nlv Sometimes
- ,
.._ hang on to a relationship that is find imoositions planed
You think it Would be great if you could
mess
sleep as long as over nor try to revive a situation you. Be
alert! Fields in which
you like. Be surprised. After a while,
sleep
that
remain
should
Is
closed.
sheer
yoo could especially succeed:
boredom. A sleep research team at
Thomas Jefferson SCORPIO
'
business, statesmanship,
University in Philadelphia discovered that
•
to Nov. n)
medicine,the law. Birthdate
study, although permitted tosteep as long aspersona under (Oct. 24 approach
5044 MAIN sTreeer they desired,
A new
to a financial Capt. James Cook, Eng exPHONE 7534642
could not sleep more than an average of 16
MURRAY, KENTUCKY
matter advised. Look beyond plorer
hours.
42071

SALINAS,Calif. — The vastly
productive Salinas Valley is
Showers inscattered sections of the state brought part of American agriculture's
welcome relief to the residents John Ed Scott, local answer to the growing food
weather observer, said no rain was recorded on the shortage. Driving through the
valley, I discovered the imguage from the showers here
mense variety of crops
Army Pvt. Gerald Parker, son of Mr and Mrs cultivated here—lettuce,
Lynn Parker, is scheduled to complete eight weeks cauliflower, fern-like early
asparagus—even exotic prickly
- of advanced infantry training at Fort Polk, La
.
Deaths reported are W.A.Bell, age 81, and Charlie pear plants.
The Salinas Valley interests
Culp, age 78.
Murray State's Tony Florapanti sparked the growers at home and abroad.
California vineyard owners
ay State Racers ,to_a
to V Ohio Valley have purchased large acreage
,Confe
.:
rence win over Tennessee Tech yesterday in once devoted to vegetables and
iCookeville, Tenn.
are beginning cultivation of the
vines—at prodigious cost as
new vineyards require a maze
of pipes, reservoirs and pumps
for spray irrigation. One of the
P-- Dr. H.C. Chiles made the address at the opening most recent efforts at large:day of the 1953 session of the Missouri Baptist scale cultivation involves the
growing of carnations in
- General Association in Sedalia, Mo., today.
• With the approaching migratory fowl season, the hothouses. Japanese companies—the Matsui
fishing areas in the Kentucky Woodlands National Co., is one—have Nursery
begun
Wildlife Refuge are closed.
cultivation of carnations in a big
Mrs. Modene Grogan was installed as worthy way. Japanese agriculturists
matron and W.O. Williams as worthy patron of are based in the valley in large
'Temple Hill Chapter No. 511 Order of the Eastern numbers and are rapidly expanding the wholesale flower
:::Star. Mrs. Grogan is attending the Grand Chapter of business.
'40ES in Louisville now.
Near Gonzales, an attractive
Rudy's Restaurant is advertising its special for small town in the valley, is
:the day as a deluxe hamburger with French fries located "Fat City," a cattle feed
lot operation with 80,000
• and cold slaw for 35 cents.
animals in pens. "Fat City" has
its own feed mill, complex feed
distribution system and even its
own airstrip for visiting buyers.
Murray is passing her 100th birthday this week, Perhaps the most remarkable
of "Fat City" is the
according to land record deeds in the Calloway feature
system of loudspeakers,
County Court House.
mounted on telephone poles,
Calloway C6iti4 Farmers are the first in the state that are used to carry soft
;of Kentucky to use a liquid fertilizer, according to music to the thousands of cattle.
The cattle-owners aren't
i,Assistant County Agent Kelley.
engaging in a joke. The music is
E: Deaths reported this week are Mrs. Nannie played to
tranquil
the
hrisman, age 81, W.L. (Will) Hale, age 78, Rufus animals and make themize
easy to
:Chapman,age 79, and Bedford R.Farris, age 72.
handle.
• Bro. Harold Watson is the new minister of thec- Farming in Salinas Valley is a
high-technology business.
.:Nurray Church of Christ.
Complicated rigs move into the
e Murray
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SCOTT DRUG

Funny, Funny World

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs

XC-67,

;Bible Thought For Today
•
!. What therefore God hath joined to
gether, let no
iinan put asunder.—Mark 10:9.
: Selfish partners often disrupt Godlf
plan for
4narried happiness.
13
•

•
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Last Half Surge Lifts Tigers Over Panthers
Murray High Closes
Home Season With Win
By STEVEN W. GIVENS
I.edger & Times Sportswriter
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Meeting on the turf to
establish the best of the Class A
also-rans, Russellville spotted
itself with a 7-0 advantage
before Murray High started its
accurate crossfire last night in
the Tigers' last home contest of
the season.
But when the smoke had
cleared, Murray had won a 28-7
decision over the visiting
Panthers to snap a three game
losing streak and a scoring
drought that extended through
eight quarters of football.
The victory improved Coach
John Hiss's record to 4-4-1 and
undoubtedly improved the
team's chance to close the
season with a winning record.
It was four lightning-quick
blasts that ambushed the upstate visitors to their third
straight loss, lowering their
overall campaign to 44-0.
Both squads battled to a
scoreless tie after the opening
canto, with the Panthers
slapping the only marker of the
first half on the board with 1:33
showing. It was a razzle-dazzle
play which first appeared to be
a handoff from senior quarterback Steve Friedel to
fullback Kelly Russell, but
instead it was a pass to tight end
Phil Todd who leaped high into
the air to make the catch in the
end zone.
RHS' do-everything tailback,
Timmy Kees, booted the conversion to finish all Panther
scoring for the contest. The
visitors had driven 41 yards in
10 plays with Kees being the
workhorse runner as he helped
put his team ahead in a total
time of 1:12 during the drive.
The Tigers were forced to
kickoff after halftime and the
visitors immediately started
marching. Going from their
own 40 to the Murray 43; the
&lie ended when 'they were
forced to punt on a fourth iind
long yardage situation.

Panthers took over with 9:35
left in the third quarter
and had
lost the ball less than two
minutes later when a Friedel
pass was partially deflected and
bounced into the waiting arms
of senior guard Alan Lemons.
Following the bizzare exchange, Furgerson sent McCuiston for two downs worth of
plays. With the ball Furgerson,
fired from his own 23 to tight
end Eli Alexander, who was
torn down at the five. Dibble
then got his second score of the
contest as he rammed over the
middle of the Murray Line for
the score.
Suddenly behind 15-7, the
visitors were again struck by
bad luck as they got the ball on
the kickoff, returned it to the 37,
were unable to move it for three
downs. Friedel kept the ball
twice for no gain and completed
a short pass in the flats for five
yards, to junior tight end Phil
Todd. On a fourth down and five
situation, end Dean Lanning
grabbed a Friedel pass and
returned it 64 big yards for the
score in an impressive display
of team blocking.
Murray High led 22-7 at that
but the Tigers made up
point
again for their earlier scoring
drought!
Following a fruitless effort
MRS gave the ball up on downs
with just over two minutes left
and when Friedel went back to
throw RHS one more score,
MRS halfback Doug Shelton
was there to nab the aerial.
It took the hosts four plays to
cover the the remaining 19
yards to the goal line with
Furgerson galloping around his
left end to pick up 15 yards and
then came Shelton's two yard
pick-up, before Thompson
ended all scoring for the Flame
with an eighty-yard plunge
across the goal line where he
took three RHS defenders with
him on the way down
Murray High had the advantage in total offense with 270
yards
as compared to
Russellville's 222 figure. The
Tigers picked up 235 of those
yards on the ground and threw
eight times, completed two, for
a completion percentage of 25
and 35 yards. On the other side,

the Panthers gathered 108 yards
on the turf;114 in the air on nine
completions of 28 attempts for
an average of 32 per cent.
The Panthers were whistled
for no penalities, while the
Tigers had five for a total 25
yards called against them, for
five infractions. Five interceptions and two fumbles
were stolen from RHS, while the
Tigers only suffered one fumble
which they recovered.
MHS's Craig Suiter had a
good night's work in the punting
ciejiartinent with a 49.0 yard
average in five boots for 197
yards, while RHS managed a
32.2 fiigure on four kicks of 130
yards.
On the defensive charts, Steve
Porter came out on top again
with eight individual tackles
and eight assists. He was
followed by sophomore guard
Tony Boone who had two
tackles and five assists.
The Tigers close out their 1973
season next Friday as they
meet Ft. Campbell in a road
contest to the military base
near Hopkinsville.
MURRAY HIGH 0 0 8 2028
RUSSELLVU LF 0 7 0 0-7

Fullback Tony Thowqrsou tries to shake off a Rosaellyille tackler at Holland
Stadium last night. Coning back to block is Eli Alexander lily. The setback marks
Russellville's third straight loss.
iSesif-Pbsnes lay David Hill i

Jerry Caldwell Wins Men's Division; Virginia
Everett Wins Women's In MSU Tourney
Jerry Caldwell, a former
student from Murray and with a
one-under-par 71, won the 4th
annual Murray State University
Homecoming golf tournament
yesterday at the Oaks Country
Club.
Caldwell, who attended
Murray State from 1966 to 1968
before entering military
service, finished three strokes
in front of Norman Hood,
Murray insurance salesman,
who had a 74.
Mrs. Virginia Everett,
Princeton, was the winner
among the women participating
in the 18-hole event at. the Oaks
Country Club an ta., six strokes

And punt is
what the
Panthers did
as the boot
rolled dead on the MRS five
yard line where the Tigers took
control. Quarterback Wes
Furgerson rolled out for 10
yards on the first series of plays
to give the hosts some breathing
room. Ace halfback Dale McCuiston, galloped for nine yards
and a first down on two different By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS opening tournament in the $75,plays, but it was the next play of
000 Dewar indoor tennis circuit.
BASEBALL
the drive that sparked the
GOLF
CHICAGO — The Chicago
Tigers to come-from-behind.
NAGOYA, Japan — Jumbo
acquired veteran inWhite
Sox
Fullback Tony Thompson hit
fielder Hector Torres from the Ozaki of Japan fired a seventhe line, found daylight, fought
Houston A.stros for a player to under-par 65 for a three-stroke
off two tacklers, and broke loose
lead after the second round of
be named later.
for a dramatic 70 yard run,
the $124,528 Tokai Classic InterHouston
—
The
HOUSTON
cut-distanang the entire FtHS
national golf tournament.
Astros purchased infielder Mick
team. Junior conversion
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — John
from the St. Louis
Kelleher
specialist Cliff Dibble then
Mahaffey carded a five-underCardinals.
fought his way past the goal
par 66 to tie Lou Graham for
TENNIS
with the board reading 8-7.
ABERAVON, Wales — Julie the second-round lead in the
Swapping punts, the two
Heldman, United States Wight- $135.000 Sahara Invitational
teams killed more time on the
man Cup player, beat Britain's Golf Tournament.
clock until MHS attempted a
GENERAL
Jill Cooper 6-4, 7-5 and reached
field goal from the 26 yard line
LA JOLLA, Calif. — Retired
final of the
singles
women's
the
which wasfar off to the WI'The
Navy Commodore Thomas Arthur "Bull" Durham, quarterback of Washington State's winning football team in 1916 is
dead at 82.

Sports In Brief

in front of Mrs. Inure Parker of
Murray.
Caldwell also won the "holein-one," award with the closest
shot of the day to the pin on the
140-yard, lake-guarded 10th
hole. His ball came to rest only
four feet from the hole, and he
tapped it in for one of his four
birdies of the day.
Second place went to Herb
Hurley, Benton, with a tee shot
only six feet from the hole.
Seventy-four golfers, the
largest number in the brief
history of the tournament,
Participated in the medal play
event , coordinated by a special
Homecoming
committee
headed by Norman Lane. dean
of
student affairs at the
University.
Special trophies, designed for
the occasion with the University's
50th
Anniversary
medallion, also went to winners
among the golfers grouped by
decades during which they
graduated or attended the
university.
Auburn Wells, Murray, was
the winner of the 1922-32 decade
group, with J. Matt Sparkman,
retired vice president for
student affairs, second.
In the 1932-42 group, A.D.
(Swede) Wesley, Deltona, Fla.,
was the winner,and Bob Brown,
Murray, second. Wesley shot a
79, one stroke ahead of Brown.
He also won the prize for
corning the greatest distance to
participate in the tournament.
Hood's 74 also won for him the
1942-52 decade trophy, and J.P.
Parker, Murray, was second
with an 81.

Dr. Hal Houston, Murray, medallion, while Don Davis,
was the winner of the 1952-62 Owensboro, and Dr. Tom
medallion with a three-over-par Muehlernan, Murray, tied for
75, while second place went to second with 75.
John Walker, Benton.
Mrs. Betty Stewart, Murray,
took honors for the fewest putts
In the 1962-to present group, with 28 while finishing third
Caldwell's 71
took
the among the women with 95
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SUPERIOR EXTERMINATING CO

TERMITE

CONTROL

PHONE 753-7266
MURRAY. KIIMYUCKY
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MURRAY DATSUN, Inc.
the Small Car Expert,
presents-Doc Datsun,
the Small Car Service Expert.

•

Specializing in • Checkups & maintenance
• Surgery & transplants
• Intake & exhaust therapy
• Face-lifts & scar removal
• Road allergies & rejuvenation
Doc Datsun, the service manager, has a
whole staff of Datsun specialists. You'll
find them in our Datsun service center,
ready antable to serve you.
They're graduates of one of Datsun's
fuli-time service training schools. They
know everything there is to know about
every Datsun. And they go back to school
periodically to find out more.
The parts they prescribe are pure
Datsun-factory built to do the best job,

S. INC.

Invites you to die private world of luxury
living at no extra cost.
ly

Apartment and Full Size

',Mobile Homes
,
for liteu.tv
Future Reservations are
noyirbeing. taken

7533280

DATSUN
1?9,s

c.)
`
•
/
1
4
St%

MURRAY DATSUN inc.
Open Evenings

Riviera courts
US 641 North

Ddc Datsun's creed • Honest, courteous, considerate
treatment
•,Speedy, accurate diagnosis
46 -Road-tested repairs
• Fair prices
Give your hard-working Datsun a break
Let Doc Datsun check it out for happier.
safer driving this season.
See the Small Car Expert today

Defender Dale McClinton for Aurray High couldn't stop this
completion by Russel/vine to bark Kenny Hancock. The Tigers
pounded Russellville 28-7 to end a three-game losing streak

S. 12th St

Ti! 7:00

Ph. 753-7114
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Rams and Vikings To Meet
In Battle Of The Unbeatens

By BRUCE LOWITT
Associated Press Sports Wetter
"The game" is the Los Angeles Rams vs. the Minnesota
Vikings.
Don't try and tell that to the
Pittsburgh Steelers and Cincinnati Bengals.
The Rams and Vikings, of
course, are the National Football League's only unbeaten
teams as the season reaches
the halfway mark.
The Steelers would be in that
select group, too, were it not
for a stubborn Cincinnati defense a couple of weeks ago
which paved the way to a 19-7
upset by the Bengals. As a result, the Steelers are 5-1 and
just one game ahead of both
Cinciinnati and Cleveland in the
American Conference's Central
Division.
Along with the Rams-Vikings
confrontation, the rest of Sunday's slate has Houston at Chicago, the New York Giants at
St. Louis, Denver at the New
York Jets, Oakland at Daltimore. San Diego at Cleveland.
Dallas at Philadelphia, Atlanta
at San Francisco, Washington
at New Orleans, Miami at New
England and Green Bay at Detroit. On Monday night, Buffalo
hosts Kansas City.
Houston got clubbed 42-13 by
Cleveland last weekend. But
the winless Texans have a better than usual chance to get on
the winning side. They face the
Bears, who have managed only
one victory thus far.
The Jets' starting quarterback egtirest Denver will still.
Jae_ young Bin Mama. even
though Al Woodall, initially Joe
Namath's backup man, has

Secretariat To Star
In Final Race Sunday

oeen reactivated. The Broncos against Philadelphia--but the
bring their AFC-leading offense' Eagles can counter with Tom
into Shea Stadium for the Jets' Sullivan, No.6 rusher and No. 5
first game at home this season. receiver in the conference, and
Bubba Smith, Oakland's de- Roman Gabriel, who has
fensive end, returns "home" to thrown for more yards, 1,417,
Baltimore and he'll be out to than anyone else in the league.
sack Marty Domres, the Colts'
The once-bruising Washington
quarterback who won his job offense still hasn't gotten unback from rookie Bert Jones tracked. It's last in the NFC.
last weekend with his perform- But the defense is still there
ance in the upset victory over and that's what New Orleans
Detroit.
• has to overcome.
Wide receiver Gary Garrison,
New England's defense has
who missed four games with a been particularly vulnerable
dislocated shoulder, may be against a rushing team-just
back in the San Diego lineup the kind of team Miami is. The
for the Chargers' gam against Dolphins' Larry Csonka and
Cleveland.
Mercury Morris are Nos. 3-4 in
The Cowboys will unleash the AFC in ground-gaining,
NFC rushing leader Calvin Hill having teamed for 954 yards.

TORONTO AP - Secretariat is expected to star in the
final race of his career Sunday,
Out the big chestnut colt will be
performing with a new member
of his supporting cast.
Joining the Meadow Stable
trainer Lucien Laurin team for
Secretariat's race in the Canadian International Championship at Woodbine will be joakey
Eddie Maple, subbing for Ron
Turcotte, who began a five-day
suspension today as a result of
a disqualification last Wednesday in a race at Aqueduct.
In the opinion of Turcotte,
who had ridden Secretariat in
all 20 of his races except the
first two, the change shouldn't
bother a horse of Secretariat's
ability.

Cardinals Trade Wise, Carbo
By HOWARD SMITH
Associated Press Sports Writer
They won't have Reggie
Smith to kick around at Boston's Fenway Park anymore.
Smith, a ZS-year-old outfielder, is headed for St. Louis
along with relief pitcher Ken
Tat= in exchange for Cardinal right-hander Rick Wise and
outfielder Bernie Garbo.
We're happy, the St. Louis
bunch is happy and I hope we'll
both be happy next September," declared Boston player
personnel director Haywood
Sullivan.
The long-rumored deal was
officially announced Friday,
and St. Louis Manager Red
Schoendienst promptly declared
Smith his starting rightfielde.r,.
The 23-year-old switch-hitter
became the target of boos in

Boston last August when he
missed a pair of routine flyballs in the outfield. The fans
felt Smith was loafing, but the
outfielder said he couldn't
reach the balls because of bad
knees.
Smith angrily labeled Boston
"a racist city" and sat out for
two weeks. He returned to the
lineup to have a fine year, however, hitting .303 with 21
homers and 69 runs batted in.
Smith could not be reached
for comment.
St. Louis moved quickly to
replace Wise, acquiring 36year-old righty Sonny Siebert
from the Texas Rangers for minor league outfielder Tommy
Cruz. The Cards also told
shoststop Mike Kellehlher to the
Houston Astros, assigned pitcher Mike Na'-.to-Tulsa of the

American Association and then
completed a busy day by releasing veteran pitchers Eddie
Fisher and Lew Krause.
On the managerial front,
Dick Williams revealed that he
and his former boss, Oakland
Athletics owner Charles 0. Finley, had a little chat about Williams' quitting as A's Manager
and Finley's refusal to free him
from his contract.
"Charlie and I get along just
fine," advised Williams. "We
brought things up to date but
he hasn't released me from my
contract."
Williams was reportedly
headed for the Yankees until
Finley decided he wouldn't let
hia manager go .without suitable,compensation in money or
players or both.
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Secretariat, who will start
from the outside post, is a big
favorite to defeat 12 rivals in
the race, scheduled to start at
4:44 p.m., EST, with a value of
$142,700 and a prize of $92,755
to the winner.
The Triple Crown winner's
toughest competition could
come from Kennedy Road, Big
Spruce and Golden Don.

Notice

1. Legal Notice

.4.

75
6. Help Wanted

-i•••••••••••••••*COMMONWEALTH OF
R.N., L.P.N., registered 1st
ADVERTISING
KENTUCKY DEPARTMENT
technician needed immediately.
DEADLINES
OF TRANSPORTATION
Inquire at personnel office at
BUREAU OF HIGHWAYS
All display ads, classified
Community Hospital, Mayfield,
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
display
Kentucky. Phone 247.5211.
and
regular
Sealed bids will be received by
display, must be submitted
the Bureau of Highways, at its
by
3 12 noon, the day before
WAITRESS WANTED full
office, Frankfort, Kentucky, until
time. Apply at Hazel Cafe
publication.
10:00 a.m. Eastern Standard
Restaurant. Phone 492-9785.
All reader classifieds
Time on the 8th day of November,
must be submitted by 4
Kennedy Road, owned by 1973, at which time bids will be
.m. the day .before
CHEFS...WORKING chefs to be
Mrs. Arthur W. Stollery, has publicly opened anixe.ad for the tpublication.
employed by Kentucky Departwon five stakes, all on the dirt, improvements of:
T•.*".",*••••4••••••4 ment o(Parks. Apply in person to
*1
,
in California this year and finmanager Lake Barkely State
ished sixth in the Marlboro CALLOWAY COUNTY, T 3098
Park. Excellent fringe benefits
Cup, won by Secretariat. The 13), SP 18-4588; 12th Street in
former Canadian Horse of the Murray, . Widening of Turning
Year who will start from the Lanes at Chestnut Street (0.184
-12. Insurance
No. 5 post under Avelino Go- mile) and at Sycamore Street
INSURANCE!! HOMEOWNmez, set a Woodbine record of (0.073 mile). A total distance of
ERS, farmowners, mobile
1:082-5 for six furlongs in win- 0.257 mile. Grade, Drain,
homes, automobiles, low rates,
ning Oct. 21.
Bituminous Concrete Surface
excellent claim service. See us
Elmendorf's Big Spruce has Class I and Traffic Signals.
before you buy. Galloway Inonly one victory in 12 starts
surance & Realty, phone 753this year but in his last three
5842.
races, all on the grass, he was 2. Notice
October25C
third, second and then third to
Secretariat in the Man o'War. SEE WHAT Mary Kay Cosmetics
Want To Buy
Angel Santiago will ride him can do for you 11 Call Sonya HUNTERS-CLINTON Shooting
out of the No. 4 slot.
Futrell 753-4505 for a com- Preserve is now open for hunting APPROXIMATELY lit acres,
plimentary facial.
quail, chukar, and pheasant. non tillable land,five or six miles
Golden Don, who wW start
Non-resident hunting license, from Murray. Phone 492-8837
from No. 6 under Mike Mang$5.00,
sold on preserve. Located 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
onalla, won the Michigan Mile WANTED COUPLE with mobile
on
Kentucky
Highway 123. Three
and One-Eighth but was eighth home to live on my farm with free
in the United Nations Handicap rent and utilities in exchange for miles east of Clinton. Reser- WANT TO BUY "Old" used
feeding animals. Phone 753-1497 vation only. Willis Hilliard, Route piano, "Any condition." Will pay
in his last start on the turf.
3 Box 1, Clinton, Kentucky 42031. reasonable price.
after 7:00 p.m.
Phone 753-0930
after 5:30 p.m.

1

Happy
Birthday
Shannon
*Pea al
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Southern Cat-Notre Dame
Meet In TV GameOf Week

$100 REWARD
For information leading to
the recovery of a Honda
SL125 stolen from 1103
College Courts, Murray,
Kentucky
Call 717-2550. .

WANT TO BUY 60 acres or more
of tillable land with or without
house. Phone 762-2557.

13. For Sale Or Trade .
GUITAR AND amplifier, $1.75.00
or will trade for merchandise of
equal value. Phone 753-9629.

15. Articles For Sale

LOST IRISH Setter, 10 months
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON. :anked Missouri, 2-0 in league old, Hughes Ave. area, wearing FIREWOOD, CUT to order.
Associated Press Sports Writer action, visits Colorado, while choke and flea collar, name Phone 436-5591.
Southern California, unbeaten Oklahoma, No. 3 nationally, is Rowdy. Phone 753-5688.
THREE PIECE bedroom suite
but tied, puts its hopes for a at Kansas State and 10th-rankAlso little girl's clothes size 2, 3
second consecutive national ed Nebraska plays at OklaLOST
BLACK
female and 4. Phone 436-5439.
championship on the line today homa State.
Dashshund, two years old,
against Notre Dame in one of
Independent Penn State, caramel marks.
Strayed from CLEAN CARPETS
college football's great rival- rated fifth, entertaina_Weat_Yjr
the save and
home yesterday morning around safe
ries.
way with Blue Lustre. Rent
ginia.
8:00 a.m. Phone 753-1749 evenings electric
"This is the biggest intershampooer $1.00. KwikThe Second Ten finds No. 11 after 6:00 p.m.
Pik Market, Five Points.
sectional game of the year," Houston at Auburn, No. 12 Arisays Coach John McKay of zona Sate at Oregon State for a
CRAFTON TOOL box, lost Oct. A
GOOD buy...give it a try. Blue
Southern Cal. "It always is, night game in Portland, Caliand I'm enjoying the hen out of fornia at No. 13 UCLA-a victo- 25, Thursday around noon bet- Lustre America's favorite carpet
ween South 4th Street and
shampoo. Big K, Belaire Shopit. I'll enjoy it win, lois Or ry ties UCLA with Southern Cal
Glendale Road. Call Howard. ping
draw."
Center.
/Or the Pactficl lead-and Brandon, 753-4383 or 753-5980.
Texas
Christian
No.
at
Ten14
sellout
A
crowd of 59,075 will
MOBILE HOMES underpesinsd.
jam Notre Dame Stadium for nessee.
Also, Georgia Tech at No. 15 LOST 600 Pound black holstein Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461.
the battle between sixth-ranked
steer between Stella and Lynn
Southern Cal, 5-0-1, and the No. Tulane, Toledo at No. 16 Miami
Grove. Phone 435-4892.
Ohio
of
-Miami
Kent
tie
can
8-rated Fighting Irish, 5-0.
OUTBOARD MOTOR, 5 H.P.
ABC-TV will beam the game to State, which visits Utah State,
LOST
1974
Calloway County High Also three setter bird dogs.
some 85 per cent of the coun- for the Mid-American ConferPhone 435-4992.
School
graduation
ring, initials
ence
lead-No.
Kansas
17
at
try.
KDC.
Reward
offered.
Phone
753Iowa State, Southern Methodist
FIREWOOD. ALSO bird dog
It's the weekend's only meet- at No. 18 Texas Tech, Rice at 5942.
pointer puppies, three months
ing of teams ranked in the Top No. 19 Texas and No. 20 Richold, $20.00 each. Phone 489-2113
Ten-or, for that matter, in the mond at Northeast Louisiana 6, Help Wanted
after 6:00 p.m.
Top Twenty-by The Associated under the lights.
Press.
In the top game tonight, Loui- WANT FULL time general office MAPLE
BABY bed and chest.
accounting
Top-rated Ohio State, tied for siana State goes to Columbia, worker. Some
the Big Ten lead, entertains S.C. to meet South Carolina's required. Send complete resume Also double knit dresses, sizes 10
including education, working and 12. Good condition. Rhone
Northwestern in a league game Gamecocks.
and
personal 753-2753.
while Michigan, ranked fourth,
Charlie McClendon, a Dietzel experience
visits Minnesota and Illinois, a aide at LSU, took over as head background to P.O. Box 32-P
LOOKING FOR an unusual gift?
third co-leader, hosts Iowa.
coach when Dietzel jumped to Murray, Kentucky. "An Equal Give
an art piece sculptured by
Second-ranked Alabama, the West Point at the end of the Opportunity Employer."
nature; varnished and hand
Southeastern Conference lead- 1961 season. This marks only
EXPERIENCED polished driftwood with assorted
er, is home to Virginia Tech in the second meeting between the WANTED
a non-league clash. Ninth-rank- two as head coaches. Charlie tractor trailer driver. Apply in decorations. Phone 753-2415 or
ed Louisiana State, also unbeat- Mac's Tigers beat Dietzel's person to Mr. Waller at Paschall see at 1628 Farmer Ave.
en but with two fewer SEC vic- Gamecocks 23-12 in the first, at Truck Lines. "An equal opCAMPER-USED, long wheel
portunity employer."
tories, visits independent South Baton Rouge in 1966.
base, $85.00. Oil heater, $55.00
Carolina for a night game. It
ISU is heavily favored to
Used couch and chair with
should prove interesting since give McClendon his 95th victoPaul Dietzel, now at South ry. Dietzel, who began his head EXPERIENCED AUTO clean up covers, $20.00. New 6' bar, black
man Must be able to use buffer slate top, green
Carolina, coached ISLI to the coaching career seven years
leather, $130.00.
and clean up cars. Apply in Black
upholstered bar, $55.00
national championship in 1958.
before McClendon, has 102 vic- person to Murray
Datsun, 604 Phone 753-3600.-- --In the Big Eight, seventh- tories.
South 12th Street.
Answer to YesterJ1.-.Pi„ 71"
LARGE QUANTITY of birch
N0000 120000
FULL TIME female sales per- cabinet doors and drawers 75
4 101 (Roman
ACROSS
000000 0M0000 sonnel wanted,20-40 years of lige,. cents eaeb. May be seen at 1600 •
number)
1 Support
5 Students at
Pla BOOM
MOM
Keenland.
rape
nice
naval academy
11621
OMU MORA 000 Must be willing and free to work.
Dried
6 Rock
Apply
in
person
only
at SamErma 011E613 OB
Neater
7 Rhythmical
MOOG 0NUMOMO mons' Bakery, Northside CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 25' and
swing
14 Evils
WOHM DOOM
Shopping Center, Thursday 2:00- treated fence posts. Murray
8 Poem
15 fur scarf
ounonna moona 6:00 p.m. or Friday or Saturday
Lumber Company. 104 Maple
9 Note of scale
17 Sun god
)
00 OUDMO ODOM
10 Brave
18 Everyone
Street,
1:00-3:00
p.m.
MION
moon
s
ve
.
1
Mss.0
UBM
to
11 Lasso
19 ,

Crossword Puzzle
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QUICK--PHONE

-•••,
OUR PHONE BILLS
ARE AWFUL- WE
MUST CUT DOWN

I'LL SEND A
POST CARD

THE PLUMBER

•

eae•-

LIU ABNER
STRANGERS
HOW DOES
AN,ADNE
GET OUT
OF THIS
TOWN?

ALLUS
AXES
THAT-

IDS

-' _CHEAPER THAN
THE PHONE

THE,
/
:WN
A
AXES
'15OUT
SETTLIN'
DOwN
HERE

0400101111WWM.b.
•nn•4.•.•

OC

20

Emerged
13 Roam
16 Tense
Symbol
fler---11) Turf
21
tantalum
20 Squeeze out
it-rWbate
22 Collect
23 teeuce
23 Threefold
24 LlnYtelffing
s 25 Three banded
.Instant
armadillo
27 Frof
26 °pule
ticket
28 Defraud
28 Pad of lee
29 Lid
29 Crude
Nete.
31 Sherif,
sudden pains
34 Paddles
35 Glisten
36 Nate of scale
37 By way of
38 fapress
gratitude
39 Vessel
40 Printer's
measure
41 Demon
42 Drink
heavtly
30
43 Recommense
45 Jumped

MOO Ig030 00
00EIMON =0000
AOIRAE mom

30 Showered
31 Contundron
32 Runs away to
be marrIed
33 Satiated
35 Precipitous
39 Measure
duralon of

27

39 Head of
Catholic
Church
41 Merriment
42 label
44 Spanish
lo "yes"
46 Man's nickname
10

1111111111111111WA111111111111111
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fiEKll-LOOK
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NEAL!!
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14.
•01.,
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1111h1111111111M11111111111111
in:111111111111111111111:Ski
II 11111111011111111111111111
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40

oo;614
1 Love song
2 Small brook
3 Beast of
burden

so.

Mete. by

Usleati maw*

endicete, Inn.

17
i
t

PART
TIME'.. laboratory
technician; full time kitchen
porter; full time housekeeping
porter; full time nurse aides
(experienced). Apply at personnel office, Murray Calloway
County Hospital. "An equal
opportunity employer."

PAGE SES'I-

15, Artt
21 CUBIC Ft
type washei
Phone 436-2
"BIG SALE:
of heavy st
and styles,
rolls medl
rubber bac
"Special" 1
commercial
square yar
First quallt.
cushion floc
Paschall &
Hazel, Kent
9733.

G.E. RECO
sale. Lay
now. Mod
$18.95-sale
V-639, Regu
$24.88. M
$55.95-sale
V-946, Re:
$47.88. Mo
$79.95-sale
Sales, Hi:.
Kentucky.
USED T:
taclair,
2479.
FRIGID '
18' x 8' c
$10.00; me
$15.00; two
each; 2 •
1 pair dra•
built-in dish
753-7681.
USED GAS
best offer.
condition. '
39" RO
springs an
tress. Like
19 CUB!
refrigera
5:00 p.m.
NAUGHA
chair. • ,
P.m.

14' BOAT,
with 9 H.
Moody tr:
gas tanks,
8500.
870 REM
magnum,
tllated rib,
or 753-6602
SHOTGUN
proved cyl.
Remington
Phone 7
35' liOUS:
Steel hull,
Kohler g
ditioner,
water he
appl':
0421.

GUITAR
or adv:
a desire to
guitar, cal
5:00 p.m.
MUSIC
.
strumen
beginner
1470.

rice ale
Hurray, Hurray!
Don't miss the many
Bargains still at
COOK'S GENERAL
MERCHANDISE
Hazel K

BRYANT ELECTRIC Co. is
4
accepting applications for
Electrical Mechanics. Apply at DINETTE SET-table and 6
job site, Fisher Price Plant, off chairs Also 1965 Plymouth
Hwy,. 121, Murray Kentucky,. An Phone 489-2180 or 489-2181.
Equal Opportunity Employer.
NEW SPARE wheel and tire for
CHRISTMAS ISN'T that far 'camper (700-15-6 Ply) 4 lug
away! Let Avon help you make wheels. New chrome mirrors for
holiday money. As an Avon camper also new factory chrome
Representative, you can earn mirrors for Ford pick-up. Dozer
extra •eitgl---arid -'lUs easy Etna • blade -for - -8 through -11 •Hur„fug! cu or write Glenda 1201r,a, sepower Wheel Horse Tyastor.
P.O. Box '3247, Niducah, Ky. •Phone 404458..
• 42001, 443-3366.
HELP WANTED at Vicken's HAND HEWN lag beams, $1.00
Petroleum Station,641 North 12th per foot. Phone Gene R. Miller,
Street.
Mayfield, Ky. 247-5516.

Ope
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75C317116
red lat
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office at
yfield,
11.
ED full
Cafe
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to be
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y State
benefits
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.4 147ifA
EOWNmobile
w rates,
. See' us
way In753ber25C

Sell It With A Classified Ad 7x916

15. Articles For Sale III

Mobile Home Rentals

Another View

acres,
six miles
-492-8837

Id" used
'Will pay
753-0930

or more
without

$115.00
of
29

o order

m suite.
size 2, 3

save and
tre. Rent
00. Kwik-

try. Blue
te carpet
ire Shop-

wood Cars & Trucks

51. Services Oftetit

51. Services

ORGAN-CUSTOM stereophonic
MERCURY MARQUIS-1972 JOHN'S REPAIR Service. BULLDOZER WORK; trucking,
21 CUBIC FOOT freezer; wringer optigon, plus books and discs. No FOX MEADOWS and Coach
Brougham,
fully equipped. Used Plumbing-electrical-roofing and also bank gravel, fill dirt and
Lessons
needed. A child can play. Estates
type washer; also beagle hound.
Mobile Home Parks.
14
months.
13.000 miles. Can be carpentry. Phone 753-5897 days or topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138,
Like new. $375.00. Phone 753-6438.
Phone 436-2167.
Small parks. Superior ac•.
TFC or 354-8161, after 5:00 p.m. TFC
seen Friday, Saturday and 753-7625 nights.
commodations. Residential area.
Sunday
only.
Phone
7t3-7480.
TUNING-repair- South 16th Street, 753-3855.
LYNN WARNER, backhoe and
•'BIG SALE Continues." 65 rolls PIANO
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY
gravel. Phone 474of heavy shag, assorted colors rebuilding. Prompt. expert ser2713.
October29C steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
and styles, $3.95 square yard. 7 vice. Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben
Master 489-2504.
CHEVROLET-1968 os ton
TFC
rolls medium weight shag, W. Dyer, Murray, Kentucky.
pickup,
V11,
Phone
automatic
tran753-8911.
TFC
GARAGE
BUILDING aluminum
rubber back, $2.99 square yard.
CLEAN UP shop, near Midway.
smission, insulated topper. Real siding, carports and
"Special" 1400 yards of shag plus
additions. B.C.CONSTKIJCTION. Compiete
Phone 75345311.
good condition. $1600.00. Phone Now is the time to build.
commercial Hi-Lo patterns, $2.00
Call basements, foundations, patios,
txterminating
753-5576 after 4:00 p.m.
sidewalks, driveways, retaining
Collect Mayfield 247-7672.
square yard, -while it lasts."
walls, etc. Septic tank inFirst quality 2 trucks loads vinyl KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
cushion floor, no wax, $2.23 yard. Control, phone 753-3914, 100 South
SCARBOROUGH PLUMING & stallations, 437-4734 or 437October23C
Electric Complete pump repair 4765
Paschall & Sons, 1'4 mile south of 13th Street. "Every day you 200 TO 300 acres of land for corn
Hazel, Kentucky on 641 901498- delay lets bugs have their way" or beans. Preferrably on north
service. Let us check your old ASPHALT
Driveways, and
and west side of Murray. Phone
AUTOS FOR SALE
9733
pump for you before you buy a parking lots sealed, professional
FOR THE best in pest control 492-8613 after 5:00 p.m.
1965 GMC 2-ton truck with new new one. 24 hour emergency finishing. Estimates freely
service and termite control call
given. Phone collect 247tires and 15 foot bed. 1960 1-ton service. Phone 753Superior Exterminating CornOctober30C 2423.
Dodge truck with metal bed. 5543.
pany. 753-7286.
November 6P
'we!
G.E. RE(X)RD player and stereo
Plume 436-2172 or 7534311.
FURNISHED APARTMENT on
B & C CONSTRUCTION, Com31W-5
sale. Lay away for Christmas
WP1
,111
N. 19th Street. Elderly couple
plete basements, foundations
now. Model V-211, Regular
:- %%ork: frame or
/0
prefered. Clean, no pets. Phone
patios sidewalks, driveways,
$18.95-sale price $16.88. Model
fin o-1) additions. carports.
"WRAP YOUR ENERGY 5111 AROUND A
FALL FENCE sale now through 7534019.
V-639, Regular 134.95-sale price
THUNDERBIRD-1961, $225.00. retaining walls etc. Septic tank
ceramic tile. vinyl. painT3ALL.
V-00
November 26. For free estimate
CoNGZES
S
KI4OW
110w
TO PA45
installations. 437-4734 or 437-4765.
$24.;';. Model V-936, 'Regular Call
Phone 753-7271.
ting-interior or exterior.
ii
Larry Lyles at Sears, 753- 10' WIDE two bedroom trailer,
744T.
455.95-sale price 444.88. Model 2310.
patios. build and repair
located at Shady Oaks. Phone
V-946, Regular $59.95-sale price
cabinets 14 ears
PONTIAC-1973 Grand Prix,(or WILL DO baby-sitting in my
ex474-2257.
$47.88. Model T-361, Regulir
perience
All
will consider trade), with all borne, all ages. Phone 753-6737.
work
46.
Homes
For
Sate
BATTERIES
$8.95
$14.95.
to
Any
179.95-sale price $59.88 Roby
ion
4 all 11,71
extras. Factory niags, 8 track
Sales, Highway 68, Benton, car, discount to dealers. Atomic NEATLY FURNISHED apart, UKC REGISTERED female
factory stereo, system, maroon LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Batteries,
401
North
4th. Murray rnent, available for Weekly or black and tan coon hound, five 6 ROOM house, near Murray on
Kentucky.
November2C
with black vinyl top. One owner. Having trouble getting those
753-8572.
November 5C monthly rental. Inquire at Kelly's months old, AKC registered about one acre lot. Attached Phone 436-2266.
- o- DOZER SERVICE D-6 catersmall jobs done? Call Ernest
USED TELEVISION, Mon
pular, Phone 753_9807.
rest Control, located 100 South female red miniature dachshund garage Large well house, call
White 753-0605.
puppy with four generations 753-8190
taclair, 23" screen. Phone 48913th Street.
PONTIAC-1964 (',TO, 384 four
ALUMINUM
typewritten pedigree. Phone
2479.
barrel, four new tires, two mags. CERAMIC TILE repair work. WILL DO trash and brush
SIDING
NICE PRIVATE furnished Benton 527-9700.
THREE BEDROOM brick house, Phone 436-2295.
Repair or remodeling, also hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
apartment, electric heat, air
FRIGIDAIRE 30" stove, $160.00;
TFC
shower doors and tub enclosures.,753-6130.
conditioned. For couples or AKC 'REGISTERED German living room, dining room, den,
Maintenance Free - No
18' x 8' carpet, $18.00; studio bed,
November 10C
teachers. No pets. 1810 College shepherd puppies Phone 437- kitchen with built-ins, 11,2 baths, FORD PICKUP-1953. Good Call 474-2363.
More Painting
SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 436-2107
utility, paneled garage, patio, shape. Phone 492-8897 anytime.
$10.00; metal bed with mattress,
Farm Road. Phone 753-1600.
We cover all wood. It will
=2.
private back yard, central air
$15.00; two 6' porch shades, $4.00
FOR ALL ;our additions-*after 5:00 p.m.
cut 30 per-cent off your
and heat. 810 South 9th Street. PONTIAC FIREBIRD-= 1969, V8, remodeling, residential or'
each; 2 pair cafe curtains, $4.00;
heat bill,
EURNISHED APARTMENT,
Phone 753-1856.
1 pair drapes 120" x 84", $3.00;
commercial. New or old. Free -TIMBER-LODGE of TennFOR
SALE
•
._ automatic, double power. Good'estimates.
one bedroom, air conditioned, 24
Call 7534/2/:
TFC'Tacky lake, Route 1, Springville,
built-in dishwasher,$20.00. Phone
condition. Phohe-7534563.Call for Free Estimates miles out on 121. Couple or single
THREE BEDROOM brick home,
753-7681
Tennessee will do your stone
40048811
boy. Phone 753-3130 or 7534064.
work. Large selections of stone.
central heat and air, four acres. PONTmc-1965 Lemaro Sports LICENSED
miles east on %. phone 753_ Coupe, V8,326, automatic,
Pointers from
IAN. Phone 901-593-3534.
USED GAS stove, 40", $40.00 or
bucket Having trouble ELECTRIC
getting thoae odd'
ONE BEDROOM apartment.
seats, air conditioning, power jobs done?
best offer. Extra clean. Good
Palamonium & White 6648.
Free estimate. No job
Also two bedroom trailers. Phone
11_,RING BY Sears. Sears
condition. Phone 753-5868.
steering, power
brakes. One -to small Phone 753753-4017.
Knight bloodlines.
seamless gutters, installed per
•. ovmer. Phone 753-4891.
47.
Motorcycle
0605.
s
October24C your specifications. Call Larry
A BUSINESS without a sign is a
39" ROLL-AWAY bed. Has coil.sign of no business. Hanna
Whelped 3/20/73
Sigr• FURNISHED APARTMENT,
I,yles at 753-2310 for free
1967
NORTON
750
motorcycle.
springs and innerspring mat Company, 753-8346.
TFC $140.00. Unfurnished $120.00.
Phone 753-8760 Days Best offer. Phone 753-1493.
TFC
FURNITURE STRIPPING & estimate.
tress. Like new. Phone 753-5427.
Located at Embassy ApartAntiques, The Barn 5. miles
or_ 489-2398
MURPHY'S CLOSE out prices on West of Murray
ments. Available now. Phone 753_
on Hwy. 94. Dan
19 CUBIC foot frost free 27.
Special Offer
1973 YAMAHA
4331.
November IIC
Excellent all 1973 recreational vehicles. McDaniel, owner. 753Oro December 31, 19731
refrigerator. Phone 753-2612 after
running
Example'
27'
Fifth
Wheel
condition
and
7499.
ap1972 DOUBLE wide. Living,
November 6C
5:00 p.m.
--With the purchase of a
further
pearameinformasuat_. phone mine for Trailer,6 sleeper, self contained dining rooms, den, three
Goidmaster 66TR4B or a
-44,330.
20'
MotorHome,
6 sleeper, ROY'S
CHICKENS, DUCKS, Guineas,
bedrooms, two baths, utility,
LOCKSMITH Service
Coinmaster
4TR-48
---"Pievrolet chassis, self contained,psme parts,
young and old. Large selection.
NAUGHAHYDE COUCH and central air 102 Riviera Courts,
642_8551.
TFC
Mineral-Metal Detector we
$7,836. These are just two of the
SLEEPING ROOMS for men, Phone Hubert
chair. Phone 753-7186 after 4:30 753-9ra7.
Alexandep,
are offering at no extra
y units that must go. No
p.m
furnished, private entrance, air Sedalia, Kentucky 3384563.
charge a handsome custom
trade
ins
these
at
low,
low
prices.
1971 Two bedroom mobile home, conditioned, refrigerator.
IMPALA CUTION-1909,
Indoor boat and camper
built carrying case. Value
Sale
starts
riiday
Zimmerman
Apartments,
Smternber
South
gas, new air conditioner. Best
roof, air, power steering, 327 nn.„
storage. Phone 474-2778
to 639.50. "You cannot buy
7 days a weak through
16th Phone 753.6609.
offer. Phone 753-2248.
automatic. Phans-78341112 -ass l
inquire
at
"
icl
eber.
a better metal detector
14' BOAT, V-Bottom Polar Craft
_
4:00 p.m.
KOA Campground
than White's." "Enjoy this
ON KENTUCKY LAKE
Murphy's Camper Sales & Serwith 9 H. P. Johnson, motor,
FURNISHED SLEEPING room
Aurora, Ky.
beautiful fall weather with
If you'd like a beautiful
"Your complete RV
Moody trailer, trolling motor and 1968 MONARCH 10' x 40'. All with bath and refrigerator,
FORD VAN-1966, new tires and vice
a family treasure hunt.
appliances.
lake
lot,
Air
conditioning, private entrance. Also adjustable
year round home,
Hwy
62
gas tanks, $450.00. Phone 753east,
tape
'nags,
player: $500•00. PPhoneH
For more information or
Da
or just a summer cottage
eawdsgon
Ready to move in. Ideal for dress form
uarRoad,
ters" Princeton, Ky. SEAMI.F-SS GUTTERS. Baked
8500.
Phone 753753-7738, ask for Monty.
a free demonstration call
couple. Must sacrifkv. Phone 1994.
on our lovely Jonathan
365-5062.
October29C on enamel finish, guaranteed 30
your White's Authorized
Creek-Call or write for
870 REMINGTON shotgun, 3" 753-7812 for appointment.
years. For free detailed estimate
FORD-1969 four door sedan. 1973 CAMPER, hilly
Dealer-Phone 751-1575
our brochures.
self
magnum, 12 guage with venconphong
Atkins
Gutter
Service,
automatic, air, power steering, tamed with factory air cork. Murray,
Monday through Saturday.
Ruth Ryan Real Estate
tilated rib, $125.00. Phone 753-3570 TWO BEDROOM trailer, New
7534407 or 753_8992.
new tires. Phone 7534322.
diUoning, electric, both AC and
Located
in
Aurora
or 753-6602.
Moon. Carpeted, good condition. HOUSE IN country, carpeted,
DC, bath with shower, sleeps six.
PO Box 292A, Route 5
CHEVROLET CAPRICE-1987, Double
SHOTGUN BARREL, 26" im-'Good rental buy. Phone 753-4441. basement, $115.00 per month.
Benton, Ky. 42025
axles. Phone 7534931.
four door hardtop, all power and
Also large two bedroom apartproved cylinder, 12 gauge, for 870
542454-8500
air,
vinyl top, 45,000 miles. Phone
ment, $85.00. Phone 753-7671 or
Remington, ventilated rib, $40.00.
Res. 3544538
FALL CLEARANCE sale on all
7534235.
after 4:30 p.m. 753-4333
Phone 753-3570 or 7534602.
campers in stock at Arrowhead
AIR CONDITIONER, 10,000
Camper Sales in Mayfield,
CHEVROLET-1951, two door Kentucky. Phone 489-2303,
35' HOUSEBOAT-River Queen. BTU, 1973 Fedders model. SIX ROOM house and basement,
247carpeted
and
drapes,
all
electric
hardtop, 283 engine and power 6111111 or 347-8187 for more
Steel hull, twin motors, 5 K.W. $225.00. Phone 787-4745.
inheat. Vacant November 24. 'WIDE LOTS on US.841, south of glide transmission. Excellent
Kohler generator, air confonlketion lit for appointment.
Murray,
your
for
new
home
or
Middle
age
couple,
no
more
than
condition.
Phone
489-2436.
itentafilY
ditioner, full bath with chlorator, 29. Mobile Horne
• two children. Can be seen at 410 mobile home. Call owner 753
water heater, apartment size
023€ FORD GALAXIE
TWO BEDROOM trailer. $65.00 South 6th Street, or phone 753- 0774.
5013-1965, 289
appliances. Sleeps six. Phone
er
1622.
month.
Four
miles
out
94
engine, power steering. Real JERRY'S REFINISHING &
0421
Prefer college students.
KENIANA
SHORES-Large nice. Phone 753-1874.
Custom Built Furniture, 6 miles
THREE BEDROOM house, five wooded lots for 625 down & 425
Phone 753-6844.
South
of Murray on Hwy. 641.
22- 41104.4.
miles west on 94. $145.00 per per month-All utilities including
Jerry McCoy, owner (502) 492month. Family only. See James water-Lake access-All weather CHEVROLET IMPALA-1961.
GUITAR LESSONS for beginners 10' WIDE two bedroom
8837.
mobile
TFC
Dobson, 1608 West Main Street, streets. 'Phone. 436-5320 or 436- Make good hunting and fishing
or advanced players. If you have home, $65.00
pet- month. Also
A ten per cent (10 per cent) penalty will be
car.
Phone
4365847.
apartment 3.
a desire to learn how to play the smaller home,
2473.
FURNITUR
stripping
E
(3
x 8
October
27C
$45.00 per month.
added to all unpaid tax bills November I.
guitar, call Gary at 753-2746 after Phone
Vats)
foot
complete
and
chair
499-2595.
TWO BEDROOM house, un- LOT AND New Moon 10' x
5:00 p.m.
caninkservice. The 01de Shoppe
October 31, is the last day to avoid the penalty.
50'
furnished. On South 10th Street. trailer. Good condition.
next to the Dairy Queen. Call 753Taxes are payable at the office of the City
Baywood
NEW MOBILE home, two
1 *di
8240
November 6C
MUSIC _LESSONS, band in- bedrooms, all electric, carpeted. Available November 1. Phone Vista, $2950.00. Phone 753-1441.
Clerk in the City Hall Building. The Clerk's
,,, Iowa...! square ha
struments, piano, guitar, $50.00 deposit. $125.00 month. 753-5801.
office is open each Saturday in October from
beginner violin. Phone 753BEAUTIFUL WOODED lot 141' x * • a tion wagon. low 11111:i.
Water furnished. Phone 753-2377
ROY HARMON finish carpenter.
a.m. to 12:00 NoOn.
FURNISHED TWO or three 204'
8:00
*
•o; tires, excellent
November 8C or 753-8921.
1470.
on US. Highway 641 South.
Custom building and remodeling.
bedroom house. Good location. For new
• pia,
home or mobile home.
Houses trimmed-formica tops
Carpeted and air conditioned, gas Phone owner
Photo, 723.30is
753-0774.
and doors-Quality
workheat. Large lot. Available
after S011 p.m.
manship. Phone 753-0790.
TFC
November 1. No pets. Couples
only. Phone 753-9903 till 12:30
7********
FREE ESTIMATE on septic tank
p.m. or after 8:00 p.m.
Uon. Phone 753-7850. TFC
THREE BEDROOM, two bath
brick, with central heat and air, FORD PICKUP truck-10H.
Good condition. Phone 7534011. TIMBERdishwasher, disposal and range
LOOGE on TennAUTOMOTIVE and TRUCK
-- Tuck)'Lake, Route 1, Springville,
NEW DUPLEXat exiced yard. Phone 793-8416
DODGE POLARA-1964, good Tennessee.
will build complete
1407 Stadium View Drive (behind
condition, $159.00. See at 509 !fireplaces, starting at only
Perkins Pancake House). Un- HOUSE AND five ares close to South
7th Street.
6695.00. Selection of stones
now, but could furnish. town. Phone 753-8500.
209 So. 7th Street
Phone 753-1751 furnished
available. Satisfaction
Phone 753-4981 or 753-1970.
CHEVROLE
T IMPALA--1961 guaranteed. Phone 901-593"Bring Your Radiator By"
NEW THREE bedroom brick $100.00. Phone 436-5860.
3534.
TFC
house. A deluxe house with
carpet, central heat, and air,
GOLDEN WHEAT straw, large garage, concrete drive, patio,
Help Wanted
bales. Phone 492-8310.
builtin kitchen. Robertson School
Millroom Foreman
district. Priced at only $26,500.00.
Opening for supervisor with background in
ELECTRICIANS- WANTED
22-FIRST calf Charolias cross Phone 753-3903 to see.
porcelain enamel applications Technical
heifers. 100 head young white
in the Murray - area.
knowledge of frit fixtures, color combinations
faced cows, calving now. 25 TWO BEDROOM,house, one mile
'choice Angus cows, calving now. from Murray on one and threeand gravity resolve a requirement. Will
Rate $7.10 plus insurance. Three first
25 Holstein hereford cross cows, tenths acres. Aluminum siding,
oversee small 3 shift operation. Excellent
journeymen electricians needed imclass
calving now. Phone Vienna, gas heat, carport, plenty of
future, salary and benefits Reply in person or
mediately, also three apprentice electricians.
Illinois days 618-658-7203, or storage, good outbuilding and
send resume to:
nights 618-6584301.
Contact Wayne E. Hughes, at 502-926-1072 in
e_sinall orcharklPhone 753-3418 or
'1,-eiintinel Manager
•
-Owensboro or
753-2689.
Roper Cos-p. SEVEN- WEANING ptop Phone
753-5751.
MO Manufacturer's Rd. ,
TWO BEDROOM house, bath,
.444
Chattanooga, Tenn.
carpeted, stove, refrigerator, air
Ave.
725
Friyser
REGISTERED HOLSTEIN bull, conditioner. Located on 2 acre
21 months old, An of No-Na-Me lot, one mile from Kentucky
An Equal Opportunity Employer
Oulaasboro, Ky. 42301
Fond Matt. Price $550.00. Phone Lake $10,000.00. Phone 753-0489
437-4419 after 6:00 p.m.
or 753-3417.
•
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11:Bowes For Rent

N-044 C-E

City of Murray

Property Taxes
Are Due

DI RADIATOR-and
I COMPLETE
HEATER SERVICE

FULL and PART TIME

SALES HELP
-WANTED

Sholar's Auto Repair
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lymouth.
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id tire for
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Help Wonted

Ladies Apparel Shop

OPENING SOON IN BEL-AIR
SHOPPING CENTER

Interviews:

Frazier Elactrico! Conitrucflon

ams, $1.00
R. Miller,

ANN HERBERT

SitiVIEVAYT11
- Di/. 3 .
9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m.
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Nixon Says Closeness
With Brezhnev Averted
Crisis In Middle East
tween Israel and her neighbors.
The goal, he said, is "not
simply a temporary truce but a
permanent peace."
In recounting this week's
crisis, Nixon said he ordered a
worldwide U.S. military alert
Thursday morning to indicate
to the Soviet Union that we
could not accept any unilateral
move on 'their part to move
military forces into the
Mideast." At the time, he said,
the United States had reason to
believe the Soviet Union was
planning to send "a very substantial force into the Mideast,
a military force."
The President said he also
dispatched an urgent message
to Brezhnev giving him "our
reasoning" and urging that the
Soviet Union join in support of
a resolution in the United Nations to set up an emergency
peacekeeping group.
The resolution was approved
by the Security Council 14 to 0
that afternoon.
Nixon described the crisis as
real — not "blown up" to divert attention from his domestic problems — and the most
Miss
Daffney
Henry,
daughter of Mrs. Adelle Dunlap difficult faced by the United
114 Spruce St., Murray, recently States since the Soviet Union
sent missiles to Cuba in 1962.
accepted a position on the
Now that it has eased, he
faculty
and staff of the
University of Tennessee, said, the outlook for peace in
Knoxville, Tenn., as a State the region is the best it has
Training Office (STO) for the been in 20 years.
Head Start Program- in the
Department • of Continuing
Education.

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon says his close
friend Charles G. "Bebe" Rebozo is "a totally honest man."
But a federal agency is considering whether to suspend
him as president of a Florida
bank, and Nixon himself
opened new questions about
why Rebozo kept a $100,000 contribution from billionaire Howard Hughes for three years.
Nixon was asked at his news
conference Friday night about
Rebozo and Hughes' $100,000,
which Rebozo returned to the
wealthy recluse this year.
Rebozo "showed, I think,
very good judgment in doing
what he did," said Nixon.
Nixon said after Rebozo received the contribution, "the
Hughes Company, as you all

know, had an internal fight of
massive proportions, and he
felt that such a contribution to
the campaign might prove to
be embarrassing.
-At the conclusion of the
)1972) campaign, he decided
that it would be in the best interests of everybody concerned
rather than to turn the money
over to then be used in the '74
campaigns, to return it intact,"
Nixon said.
The Hughes organization dispute, however, occurred in December 1970, more than two
years before Rebozo eventually
returned the money. Hughes officials involved in the twin $50,000 donations have differed on
whether the money was even
Intended for the 1972 iampaign,
or was rather for 1970 congressional elections.
Nixon did not explain and
was not asked why Rebozo kept
the money so long.
Nixon also explained that he
personally "refused to have
any discussion of contributions
...before the election I did not
want to have any information
from anybody with regard to
campaign contributions."
A 1970 letter to Nixon from a
lobbyist, made public earlier
this week, informed the President that milk producers were
preparing to contribute $2 million to his 1972 campaign. The
milk producers subsequently
won a price increase. The contribution-price hike matter is
now the'subject of a court suit.
Nixon said he thought Rebozo's handling of the Hughes
money "is a pretty good indication that he is a totally honest man, which he is."
Hours earlier, the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corp. said it
would consider next week
whether to suspend Rebozo as
president of Key Biscayne
Bank and Trust Co. in connection with the bank's acceptance of stolen stock as collateral for a 8195,000 loan.
Bank officials have denied
they knew the stock used in the
1968 transaction was stolen.

DARREL E. GARNER will
be one of the missionaries to
speak at the World Missions
Conference to be held in the
Baptist Churches In Calloway
and Marshall Counties during
the week of November 4-11. He
Is in agricultural missions at
Betake, Malawi. and was
appointed in 1969 by the
Southern Foreign Mission
Board. He was in language
study In Lilongwe before
moving to Balaka in 1972. Born
In Seminole, Okla., be was
assistant county extension
agent
of Woodruff County,
Ark., before his mission appointment. He is a graduate of
the University of Arkansas and
An extensive collection of
studied
at Southwestern pictures, news clippings,
Seminary. He la married and paintings and musical inhas two children.
struments featuring "Murray
State Firsts" is on display in
the math lobby of the University
Library at Murray State
University as part of its annual
Homecoming celebration.
Opening Friday and conThe Kirksey Parent-Teacher
Association will have its annual tinuing through November 9,
"Back2To-School Night" at the the display features materials
Kirksey Elementary School on related to the organizatinst-ot
Tuesday, October 30, at 7:30 the first Student Government,
p.m., according to Mrs. Billie the first band and the first
dance band, the Kentucky
Bazzell, president.
Jimmy Crick of the Kirksey Stompers.
Paintings by early-day
community will present the
students Wesley Kemper and
devotion.
Following the devotion and Stevie Wooldridge Bell and
The Murray State Thorobred business session the parents faculty members Margaret
Club will hold their initial will visit the children's class Wooldridge, Mary Ed MeCoy,
meeting of the 1973-74 school rooms to meet and get Dot Rowlett, and Emily Wilson
year in the Student Union acquainted with the teachers Wolfson also are displayed.
Building on the Murray State and view their child's work.
Three of the musical inAll parents and interested struments used by members of
Campus on Monday night,
October 29, at 6:00 p.m. persons are invited for this the Stompers, the first dance
President, Joe Pat James, has important session, according to band formed on the campus in
Issued an invitation to all in- Mrs. Billie Bazzell, president. the 1920's, are also included.
These include a banjo, violin,
terested Murray State sports
and a clarinet, all provided by
fans to be on hand for this first
Van D. Valentine, Murray, a
meeting of the year. The
Daffsey Henry
member of the band.
Thorobred Club is open for
IFIAeet-TburSday
She received her B.A. Degree membership to all persons inAn invitation has been exin Sociology and Social Work terested in Murray State
Teachers and supervisors in
As fanners in the county tended to the public to view the
from
Murray and surrounding areas
Western
Kentucky athletics. The club annually complete harvest
collection
Herron,
Miss
Ann
by
operations,
will learn about use of the
University, August 4, 1972. She holds three Smorgasbord and are storing
a large per- associate director of the
curriculum guide for home
will be receiving a Masters of Dinner Meetings. The club centage of their
Library
library.
from
hours
are
crops, they
Pnisitc Service- in Counselor membership fee is $15.00 per should not
a.m. until 11 p.m. Mondays economics at a regional
overlook the
Education Degree in Decem- person,
per year. Club availability of Commodity through Thursdays; 8 a.m. to 5 meeting Thursday, November
ber.
p.m. on Saturdays; and from 2 1, 2:30 p.m.-5:45 p.m. at the
programs include scouting Loans offered by the AS(.
Murray Area Vocational
Miss Henry was formerly reports and comments by the
These loans are made on 90 until 11 p.m. on Sundays.
employed by the Kentucky Racer Coaching Staff, game percent of the
On November 9, the display Education Center, Murray.
stored grain at an
The guide was written by
Department for
Human films and special film interest rate of 5a,
percent, and will be replaced with one
home economics teachers in the
Ftesources, formerly known as highlights, and the second club are available on corn,
highlighting
the
lives
and
adsoybeans,
state with assistance from the
The Kentucky Department of meeting of the year will include and wheat. The loan
rates are: ministrators of Murray State
state Department. "We felt
Child Welfare, as a Social free admission,for members,to $2.24 per bushel for
soybeans, presidents, including Dr.
teachers whould be involved in
Worker in the division of the annual Thorobred Club $1.15 per bushel
for corn and Constantine W. Curris, who on
Protective Set-vices in Bowling Freshman-Varsity Basketball $1.23 per bushel
November
12
will
be developing the curriculum,"
for wheat.
Green.
game.
To be eligible for a loan on Inaugurated as the sixth says Miss Jewell Deene Ellis,
state director of home
She is a member of Alpha
One of the finest highlight corn or wheat the producer president of the institution.
Kappa Alpha Sorority, Inc. Miss football films of recent years must have been
economics education.
enrolled in the
Henry was also an active will be shown at this first club Feed
Members of the state
Grain, or Wheat
Department of Education,
member in the following meeting. It is a sound film in full Programs this
year. But for a
organizations: Little Sister of color. Thorobred Fans will not loan on soybeans the
teaching educators and writers
producer
of the guide will explain
Omega Psi Phi Fraternity, Inc., want to miss this outstanding did not have to
participate in
development of the guide and its
United Black Students, Western feature.
any programs.
application
in the classroom at
Kentucky University Sociology
Interested Murray State
Even though current market
thirteen
Club. She is also on the planning sports fans may purchase their prices are above
such
meetings
the 1973 loan
scheduled throughout the state.
committee of Troop 151 of the membership cards at the door rates for these
The
Middle
School
and
Adult
commodities
550 teachers are expected
Boy Scouts of America. Miss on Monday evening, October n, producers may
find advantages Choirs and the Sing and Tell Some
to attend these meetings, says
Henry is an active member of at 6:00 p.m. in the downstairs in the loan program if
they plan Group will present special
Ellis.
The New Bethel Baptist Church, area of the Student Union to sell at a later
date, according music at the morning worship Miss
Bowling Green.
services at 10:45 on Sunday,
Building.
to an ASCS spokesman.
October 28, at the First Baptist
Church.
0000041000410•410•
00•II•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•41. Rev, Richard E. Walker,
pastor, will be speaking at the
services,and will be assisted by
Dr. Ray P. Moore, deacon of the
week.
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, will direct the choirs
IDUISVILLE, Ky. AP ) — A
in the choral call to worship.
The Sing and Tell group will Louisville-based milk marketsing "Thank You Lord" and ing cooperative says it had no
connection with another dairy
"The Beatitudes."
At the 6:30 p.m. services the group's promise to contribute
Sing and Tell group will also $2 million to President Nixon's
sing four numbers before the re-election campaign.
Dairymen Inc. issued a statemessage by Rev. Walker.
Members of the Sing and Tell ment Friday by Ben F. Morgroup are Great Armstrong, gan, general manager, saying
Patrice Bradley, Kay Clark, it would have opposed any such
Sarah Hail, Becky Hogancamp, proposal.
The statement referred to reRuth Ann Mills, Sarah Sams,
Shirley Thompson, Pam ports that an attorney repreChurchill, Sue Hambleton, senting Associated Milk ProLinda Reeder, Sue Ripperden, ducers Inc. of San Antonio,
Kathy Rogers, Pail) Rudd, Tex., wrote the President in
Robert
Dhezem,
Larry December 1970, saying AssociHillman, Richard Jones, ated was setting up channels to
Waverly Wilkerson, Gary contribute the money.
The letter reportedly asked
Belcher, Jack Crook, David
DeVoss, Steve DeVoss, Chuck the President for import quotas
Hussung, Jim Patton, and on dairy products.
-"Regrettably,"
Morgan's
Frank Queen.
Sunday School will be held at statement said, "the news sto9,30 _a.m. and .Training.linkin _ Aga ye/porting a letter from
will be at 5:30 p.m. Note earlier Para S. 14illinjs 6 Pi-eSicRoi
Nixon have implicated the entame for Training Union.
The flowers for the sanctuary d:re thitry Indirstry "
Dairymen Inc., he added,
will be furnished in memory of
Ginny Hamilton by her parents, "would bitterly have opposed
Mr. and Mr. James E. any such proposal, and deeply
Hamilton,. and her sister, deplores that any such letter
IS•
•
•••••
•
would have been sent."
•••
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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MSU Firsts
Collection
On Display

Miss Daffney Henry
Accepts Position
At The University

Kirksey PTA Will
Meet On Tuesday

Thorobred
CIA Meets
On Monday

Farmers Should
Check For Loans

Home Ec Teachers

Music Groups Will
Present Music At
Worship Services
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Orman Price Is
Speaker, Church

President Says Rebozo
Is 'Totally Honest Man'

WASHINGTON ( AP) — President Nixon says his closeness
with Soviet leader Leonid I.
Brezhnev averted a confrontation in the Middle East
and offers promise of bringing
about a lasting settlement between Israel and the Arab
states.
"I do not mean to suggest
that it is going to come quickly
because the parties involved
are still rather far apart," Nixon said at a news conference
Friday night. But I do say
that now there are greater incentives within the area to find
a peaceful solution..."
Specifically, Nixon said the
United States and the Soviet
Union have agreed that in order to avoid a confrontation it
is necessary that they use their
influence more than ever to
bring about negotiations be-

:
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•Will Sell Just Enough Lots To Pay
For Water And Sewage
•Selling At A Reduced Price

These Lots Are Individually Owned. Owner Will
-Finance- Personally. -Terms:- 10%_Dovto, Balance
Over 5 Year Period_
-

CALL 753-4060
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Dairymen, Inc.
Denies Part In
Contributions

Orman Price, director of
Security at Murray State
University, will be the speaker
for Laity Sunday at the First
United Methodist Church for
the morning worship services at
8:45 and 10:50 on Sunday, October 28.
His subject will be "Called
Together" and he will be introduced by Dr.Harry Sparks,
church lay leader.
Also assisting Mr. Price 171 the
morning services will be Mrs.
Barbara Erwin and Sid Easley.
Church School will be held
between the morning services.
Sunday at 6:30 p.m. the
Junior and Senior High United
Methodist Youth Fellowship
groups
will meet at the
parking lot to go to the Cheri
Theatre to attend the movie,
"Jesus Christ Superstar."
The Council on Ministries of
the church will meet on
Tuesday, October 30, at seven
p.m. at the social hall.
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Faculty Members To
Present Papers At
TOSCA, soprano songstress, realizes her painter, Mario, a
tenor, is dead ins scene from'Puccini's "Tomos" production to be
presented by the Goldovsky Grand Opera Theatre for the Murray
Civic Music Association at the Lovett Auditorium on Monday at
eight p.m.

Youth Of Church
ToHave Services
At First Church

University Church
Plans Services
Hollis Miller will be speaking
at the 10:30 a.m. and six p.m.
services on Sunday, October 28,
at the University Church of
Christ.
At the morning service J.P.
Parker will read the scripture
with prayers to be led by Sam
Parker and Joseph Hendon.
Persons are asked to please
note the change in time for the
evening services from seven
p.m. to six p.m. Following the
get-together
services
a
honoring newcomers and
recently married persons will
be held in the basement of the
church.

The youth of the First
Christian Church will be in
charge of the morning worship
services at the church on
Sunday, October 25, at 10:45
a.m.
"Getting It Together—Giving
It Away," will be the theme of
the services with Steve Porter
giving the introduction and
Bryan Warner reading the
scripture from I Corinthians
12:27-31.
Keith Cartwright and Robert
Underwood will have the
dialogue and Debbie McCord
CLARIFICATION
will have the morning prayer.
'The
owners of the Dixie
-"Last Supper EnactIn
ment," Jill
Austin will in- Cream donut shop were introduce the following as por- correctly listed in an adtraying Jesus and the disciples: vertisement in the special
homecoming section of the
Tern McCord, Jill Austin, Ledger & Times in Thursday's
Emily Gore, Tammy Boone, edition. The owners of the Dixie
Brad Boone, Barry Wells, Kelly Cream are Albert Nichy and
Seale, Betsy Gore„ Lore Jimmy Tucker.
Landolt, Laurie Crass, Eddie
Wagnor, Bruce Marvin, and
Tern Don Turner.
Debbie Landolt will have the
offertory prayer and Scott
Marvin
have
will
the
benediction. Gary Galloway
will be organist, Mark Dycus as
guitarist, and Leonard Whitmer
as choir director. greeters will
be Gay Crass, Tony Boone, Lea
Ann Boone, Gary Moore, Linda
Apperson, Stacy Fulton, Jean
Cole, and Janet Cole.
Directors for the Youth
Sunday are Mr.aand Mrs. Terry
Hart and Miss Tress McCord.

Regional Meeting
Three faculty members from
the chemistry department at
Murray State University will
present papers at the
Southeastern Regional Meeting
of the American Chemical
Society in Charleston, S.C.,
Nov. 7-9.
They are: Dr. Howell R.
Clark., Dr. Harry L. Conley, and
Dr. Gary Boggess, associate
professors of chemistry.
Clark will present a paper
entitled "The Acid Hydrolysis
2-Fluoropyridine,
2of
Fluoroquinaline, and the
2-FluoroIsomeric
Methylpyridines" Nov 7. The
paper is the result of research
conducted by Clark in
association with A.L. Miller,
L.C. Beth and D.L. Garrett, all
former graduate students in
chemistry.
Conley's paper is the result of
research done by him and Miss
Linda Rowley, a graduate
student. To be presented Nov. 8,
the paper is titled "Kinetic and
Mechanistic
Study
of
Hydrolysis Reactions of Simple
Trialltyl Ortbo Phosphates."
Bog gesst----tospar, "HighTemperature Photoelectron
Spectroscopy of Gaseous Gitup
B and Selected Transition
Metal Halides," is the result of
research done toward his Ph.
D. degree with J.D. Allen, Jr..
and S.K. Schmeitzer at the
University of Tennessee.
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How to get
great sound without
going to pieces.

Miss Susan Moody Is
Initiated In Society

Bob
Pa

Miss Susan Moody, daughter
Of Mr. and Mrs. Reuben Moody
of BM South Ninth Street, has
been initiated into Gamma Beta
Phi, national honor society at
Murray State University.
She is a senior secretarial
science and English major and
also a member of Phi Beta
Lambda, professional business
society.

Bro. John Dale To
Speak At Church
Of Christ Sunday
"Why Christ Died" will be the
subject of the sermon by Bro.
John Dale at the 10:40 a.m.
services on Sunday, October 28,
at the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Walter Conner will read the
scripture from John 3:14-17.
Prayers will be led by Don
Maley and Jimmy Ragsdale.
The six p.m sermon topic will
be "It Is Finished" with the
scripture from John 19:27-30 to
be read by Kevin Chapman.
ILE..Yaleaand.Jim Wilson
lead the opening and Closing
prayers
gcl Thomas will mike tli
announcements and Josiah
Darnall will direct the song
service.
Bible study will be held at 9:40
a.m. on Sunday.
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GET A SONY
HP-610A: FM-Stereo, AM Phono System
You don t have to piece together a convonent system
to gel great
music SONY has done 4 for you In the if-610A Integrated
Component Music System
Poo sounds The way you've atwoys wonted to he 4 Rich dean
and deft free The FE T front end tuner puts in thetiveakest
FM stereo
and FM stations without distorting strong local signala
oecordt take on new life The Dual auto manual 3• speed turntable
and Pickering Dustomatic carttidge reproduce music with
the
brilliance of a live performance
There are-features many separcrte,COmponenl systems
don't offer
- muting N-eut met, tape money inputs,
recording outputs hot let
you dub from one separate tape deck to crolher, and
you con con
vert to Si",) 4 channel sound Onytrne The stereo
amplifier drives two
'notched 3 way speakers with a lull 66W (OA)of music power
And
they ore all integrated in a hardwood cabinet
with matching speaker
enclosurns A clothe dust Cover 5 included
If you wont corrponent qua*
without the pieces You wont the
HP 610A Come in and hear it today
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SONY.
iPUTS fT ALOOGETHER--f‘

Music Center
753-3682

1411 Main
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